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The measure
of a think tank

A

t CEEW, sustainability is not a choice. It is an imperative. It is behind every
research question. It informs every product we innovate, every policy we
design, every institution we reform, and every negotiation we attend. This
is why we work with governments, industry, academia, and civil society to
pave new paths to jobs, growth and sustainability.
But what is the metric with which you decide that you are having impact? Or
that you are being innovative or have ideas that cannot be stopped? What is
the unit of analysis, or time period? Are you focusing on quantity of output
or quality? Are you prioritising research or convening? Are you informing
media or social media? Are you counting web traffic or downloads? Are you
increasing total output or per capita output? Are you valuing independence
or impact at any cost? There are not always right answers. But there is
always a right way.
When we set up CEEW, we were conscious that we couldn’t compromise on
what seemed like an impossible trinity for think tanks: Publishing quality
research, delivering timely advice, and remaining independent. Ultimately,
the measure of a think tank is not in its outputs alone. It is to a large part in
the outcomes. But it is most substantially reflected in its values.

A R U NA B H A G H O S H
CEO, Council on Energy, Environment and Water
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1st in India
(8 years in a row)
and 3rd in Asia
in our think tank
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India’s top
energy and
resource policy
think tank
three years in
a row
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think tanks
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On Turning 10

My compliments to CEEW on

I would like to congratulate

Here is an institution that is

completing a decade of public

Dr Arunabha Ghosh and CEEW

born in India and has made a

service. I am happy to see your

for their achievements these

name for itself globally. Our

growth into a fine think tank

past years. A lot of people in

connections are critical.

that has come up with a lot of

India and internationally are

pragmatic solutions for India

using your analysis and your

JA M S H Y D N. G O D R E J

as it transitions to becoming a

advice. Every compliment

Chairperson, CEEW

world superpower and a nation

coming your way for the work

that recognises and respects

you are doing is very well-

clean energy as a driver of that

deserved.

Chairman, Godrej & Boyce
Manufacturing Company
Limited

growth.
FAT I H B I R O L
M I N I ST E R P I Y U S H G OYA L

Minister of Commerce &
Industry and Minister of
Railways
Government of India
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Executive Director
International Energy Agency
(IEA)

#OnTurning10

The world is at the cusp of

You have done a remarkable

Build institution, leave

a major energy transition.

job in these 10 years. CEEW

legacy! The great thing about

And India, one of the fastest-

has grown to be recognised

building an institution with

growing economies as well as

as one of the world’s top think

young people is their energy,

the third-largest consumer of

tanks in such a short time and

enthusiasm, and excitement.

energy globally, is embracing

with such limited resources.

The experience will come. Stay

this energy transition. CEEW’s

There is a lesson here not

young, no bureaucracy, no

annual flagship event, ‘Energy

just for think tanks but for the

hierarchy. Stay young, in body

Horizons’ is, therefore, most apt

world community at large.

and mind.

and timely.

Your ability to manage and get

M I N I ST E R D H A R M E N D R A
PRADHAN

Cabinet Minister for Petroleum
& Natural Gas and Steel
Government of India

the best outputs with the least

TA R U N DA S

resources is noteworthy.

Founding Trustee, CEEW

S U R E S H P. P R A B H U

Former Chief Mentor,
Confederation of Indian Industry

Rajya Sabha MP & PM’s Sherpa
for G20 & G7
CEEW’s first Chairperson
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I congratulate you on your 10

The ‘say:do’ ratio is very

Credibility has to be 100%. You

years of moving from strength

important. Be in control of

build it not just by agreeing all

to strength during a period that

your ‘say:do’ ratio, if you want

the time. Disagree. But don’t be

has demanded environmental

to grow and build credibility.

disagreeable while doing it.

attention from everyone. We, at
UNEP, look forward to working

S. R A M A D O R A I

D R A N I L K A KO D K A R

with the Government of India,

Trustee, CEEW

Trustee, CEEW

CEEW, and our other partners

Chairman, Tata Technologies
Limited; Director, Piramal
Enterprises Limited

Former Chairman, Atomic
Energy Commission

in India to help the world make
the right choices.
INGER ANDERSEN

Executive Director
United Nations Environment
Program
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#OnTurning10

It is impossible to think of a

For policy and impact the ‘what’

policy that will not have losers.

is less important than the ‘how’.

But making people understand

Growth also needs attention to

the big picture and their role in

rigour. When moving to new

it is essential. This effort can

regions and cultures ask if you

be an end in itself. We need to

are replicating what you know

do this for our future because

or addressing unique local

the future is not voting yet.

challenges. This will be the
differentiator between having a

M O N T E K S I NG H
A H L U WA L I A

Trustee, CEEW
Former Deputy Chairman,
Planning Commission of India

presence and being accepted.
D R NAU S H A D F O R B E S

Trustee, CEEW
Co-Chairman, Forbes Marshall
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Jobs, Growth
and Sustainability

#CEEWPRIDE

#RecoveryResponse

At the US Library of
Congress
1

Jobs, Growth and
Sustainability
A New Social Contract for
India’s Recovery
Report | June 2020

bit.ly/Jobs-Growth-Sustainability

The US Library of Congress
has sought permission to
stock in its archives, the
CEEW-NIPFP report, Jobs,
Growth and Sustainability:
A New Social Contract for
India’s Recovery.

#RecoveryResponse

CEEW, together with the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy (NIPFP), published a 135-page report,
Jobs, Growth and Sustainability: A New Social Contract for India's Recovery, in June 2020. It detailed a roadmap
for India to chart its way out of the pandemic through a new, economy-wide social contract. A
covenant between the state, the citizen and enterprise that rests on two pillars: a commitment to jobs, growth
and sustainability; and building resilience against tail-end risks, which have low probability but devastating
impacts. The report reflects deeply on the need for structural reforms to build an AatmaNirbhar
Bharat. Its recommendations range from addressing the crisis of informal and migrant labour to building a
stronger and more sustainable MSME sector; reducing environmental and public health risks; enhancing food,
water and resource security; sustaining clean air in our cities; allocating subsidies equitably; strengthening the
power sector while boosting the energy transition; encouraging shifts towards cleaner fossil fuels; deepening
markets for renewables and distributed energy; and building the hard and soft infrastructure to handle
disasters.

Key recommendations

Forex savings from reduced
fossil fuel use

Clean cooking energy
benefits

INR 45,210 crore

1,363 MtCO2-eq

Reduction in annual oil import bill by
2030 if 30% of car sales were of electric
cars

Reduced household emissions during
2020-30 given a switch from LPG to
PNG in a shorter five-year timeframe

Energy subsidies and
potential savings

Food security for the urban
poor

INR 2.89 lakh crore

60,000

India’s annual spend to subsidise
consumption of energy and energy
products

Canteens can serve three meals a
day to about 30 million urban poor
workers

Renewable energy benefits

INR 7,500 crore
Possible forex savings per year if half
the required solar modules (of 10 GW
per year) are made in India

4,650 MtCO2-eq

INR 26,500 crore
Capital investment required to set up
60,000 canteens and 8200 kitchens

1.2 million
Potential jobs, with each canteen
employing 20 people to serve 500
beneficiaries

Reduced emissions during 2020-30 if
India achieves 28% power generation
from solar and wind by 2030

Source of all data points: CEEW analysis, 2020
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#RecoveryResponse

“I would like to congratulate CEEW
and NIPFP for putting together this
important report. India needs to create
a new social contract which prioritises
jobs, growth and sustainability. The
focus has to be on the agricultural,
rural, and tribal areas in aspirational
districts. This will help to create the
much-needed jobs and opportunities in
the rural clusters and decongest India’s
major cities.”
MINISTER NITIN GADKARI
Union Minister of MSMEs and Minister of Road
Transport and Highways, Govt of India
at the launch of the Jobs, Growth and
Sustainability report. June 2020.

MSME growth
•

Identify micro, small and
medium enterprises and
their workers to target
financial and in-kind relief
measures to them through a
nationwide, Aadhaar-linked,
digital platform, MISHRII:
MSME Information System
for Holistic and Real-time
Identification, Incentives and
Support.

•

Develop a vulnerability
assessment framework
of MSME sectors to
efficiently target the most
vulnerable first, enabling
a more effective use of
government resources.

•

Increase capacity of the
SAMADHAAN system
to expeditiously clear
government dues.

•

Improve creditworthiness
of small businesses
by mandating lenders to
introduce a mechanism to
track the fund utilisation
and financial health of the
borrowers, and intervene at
the first signs of distress.

Image: iStock

INR 12,000 18,000
crore
potential savings from

decommissioning thermal
power plants aged over 25
years by 2024

Source: CEEW analysis, 2020
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45
MT
INR 14,260
potential reduction of coal if
crore
India produces power from
cost for retrofitting older
the most efficient plants

thermal power plants
with Pollution Control
Technologies (PCT), which
would ultimately be passed
on to the consumers

India lifts export ban
on antimalarial drug
hydroxychloroquine

Eﬀorts on to resolve
LAC situation at
earliest: #SocialResponse
MEA

page 10
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Renewable energy
•

•
•

Build investor confidence & market
deepening measures: Create a realtime National RE Database with plant
level renewable energy performance
data, which is verified by the Central
Electricity Authority. Bifurcate
renewables from the overall power
sector exposure to allow more credit
flow to the sector, and a more accurate
credit rating of the renewable energy
portfolios. Enable RE projects to access
money from the bond market.
Promote solar manufacturing.
Invest in distributed renewable energy.

In the news

In new high,
State records
152 deaths

Slum population most at risk

Special Correspondent

Special Correspondent

Mumbai/PUNE

NEW DELHI

Maharashtra reported a
new singleday high of
3,607 COVID19 cases and
152 deaths on Thursday, as
the State’s tally of cases
surged to 97,648 and death
toll to 3,590.
However, as per Health
Department ﬁgures, only
47,968 cases are active. As
many as 1,561 patients
were discharged on Thurs
day, taking the total num
ber of recoveries to 46,078.
State Surveillance Oﬃc
er Pradeep Awate said the
State’s recovery rate had
increased to 47.2%, but the
case fatality rate had
climbed to 3.7%.
Source:
CEEW
Mumbai
too clocked
the
highest number of fatali
ties, for the second day in a
row, with 97 more deaths
pushing its toll to 1,954.
The city also recorded 1,418
new COVID19 cases, tak
ing its tally to 54,085.
Of the 97 patients who
succumbed, 63 were men
and 34 were women, and
nearly 65 had comorbidi
ties that made their recov
ery diﬃcult. Civic health
oﬃcials clariﬁed that 43 of
the deaths were from last
week and were being up
dated now. From 3.2% in
the end of May, the city’s
case fatality rate has now
jumped to 3.6%.

The Indian Council of Medi
cal Research (ICMR) on
Thursday released the re
sults of the ﬁrst serosurvey
on COVID19 spread that stat
ed that the urban slum popu
lation was most vulnerable
to the spread, followed by ur
ban settlements. The ICMR
asserted that the country is
not in the community trans
mission phase.
“The ICMR has calculated
that compared to rural areas,
the risk of spread was 1.09

India overtakes U.K. with fourth highest COVID-19 tally in world

INR 76,000
crore
bond market flows estimated

times higher in urban areas
and 1.89 times higher in ur
ban slums. The infection fa
tality rate is very low at
0.08%,” ICMR Director Gen
eral Balram Bhargava said at
a press meet.
The serosurveillance stu
dy, conducted in 83 districts
covering 28,595 households
and 26,400 individuals by
the ICMR along with other
agencies in May, also reveals
that 0.73% of the population
surveyed showed evidence
of
past
exposure
to
SARSCoV2.

India on Thursday over
took the United Kingdom to
become the country with the
fourth highest incidence of
COVID19. With a spike of
11,000 new cases, the tally
rose to 2,97,928, which in
cludes, 1,42,715 active cases.
The death toll rose to 8,497, a
jump of 392 from the pre
vious day. According to the
countrywise tally main
tained by Johns Hopkins Un
iversity, the total cases in the
U.K. stood at 2,92,854.

110,000
potential new

through a credit enhancement
subsidy of INR 4,600 crore over
5 years

utility-scale solar and
wind sector jobs from
enhanced credit flow

CONTINUED ON  PAGE 8
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Rainwater ﬁshing

analysis, 2020

‘It could
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India lifts export ban
on antimalarial drug
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Eﬀorts on to resolve

Cash withdrawals from

It is time to make

situation at
ATMs declined by half
bold decisions and
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With
the monsoon arriving in Andhra
Pradesh, people
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In new high,
State records
152 deaths

Slum population most at risk, says ICMR

Special Correspondent

Special Correspondent

Mumbai/PUNE

NEW DELHI

Cong. rushes to guard

ﬂock in Rajasthan
‘Need urgent steps to decongestits big
cities’
Maharashtra reported a
new singleday high of
3,607 COVID19 cases and
152 deaths on Thursday, as
the State’s tally of cases
surged to 97,648 and death
toll to 3,590.
However, as per Health
Department ﬁgures, only
MUMBAI
47,968 cases are active. As
many as 1,561 patients
were discharged on Thurs
day, taking the total num
ber of recoveries to 46,078.
State Surveillance Oﬃc
er Pradeep Awate said the
State’s recovery rate had
increased to 47.2%, but the
case fatality rate had
climbed to 3.7%.
Mumbai too clocked the
highest number of fatali
ties, for the second day in a
row, with 97 more deaths
pushing its toll to 1,954.
The city also recorded 1,418
new COVID19 cases, tak
ing its tally to 54,085.
Of the 97 patients who
succumbed, 63 were men
and 34 were women, and
nearly 65 had comorbidi
ties that made their recov
ery diﬃcult. Civic health
oﬃcials clariﬁed that 43 of
the deaths were from last
week and were being up
dated now. From 3.2% in
the end of May, the city’s
case fatality rate has now
jumped to 3.6%.

India overtakes U.K. with fourth highest COVID-19 tally in world
The Indian Council of Medi
cal Research (ICMR) on
Thursday released the re
sults of the ﬁrst serosurvey
on COVID19 spread that stat
ed that the urban slum popu
lation was most vulnerable
to the spread, followed by ur
ban settlements. The ICMR
asserted that the country is
not in the community trans
mission phase.
“The ICMR has calculated
that compared to rural areas,
the risk of spread was 1.09

times higher in urban areas
and 1.89 times higher in ur
ban slums. The infection fa
tality rate is very low at
0.08%,” ICMR Director Gen
eral Balram Bhargava said at
a press meet.
The serosurveillance stu
dy, conducted in 83 districts
covering 28,595 households
and 26,400 individuals by
the ICMR along with other
agencies in May, also reveals
that 0.73% of the population
surveyed showed evidence
of
past
exposure
to
SARSCoV2.

India on Thursday over
took the United Kingdom to
become the country with the
fourth highest incidence of
COVID19. With a spike of
11,000 new cases, the tally
rose to 2,97,928, which in
cludes, 1,42,715 active cases.
The death toll rose to 8,497, a
jump of 392 from the pre
vious day. According to the
countrywise tally main
tained by Johns Hopkins Un
iversity, the total cases in the
U.K. stood at 2,92,854.

MLAs in resort ahead of RS polls
Mohammed Iqbal
Sandeep Phukan

Nitin Gadkari suggests shifting leather cluster from Dharavi to Thane district
there’s nowhere to expand. I
met the leather industry
India needs urgent steps to from Dharavi yesterday who
decongest its big cities like have an annual turnover of
Mumbai, Union Minister Ni ₹1.45 lakh crore of which
tin Gadkari saidRainwater
on Thurs
ﬁshing ₹85,000 crore is from the
day, stressing that the worst domestic market,” said Mr.
kind of living conditions in Gadkari, the Minister for
places like Dharavi, Asia's Road Transport, Highways
largest slum, can be im and Shipping, as well as Mi
proved by sprucing up in cro, Small and Medium
frastructure elsewhere, and Enterprises.
“I suggested to them we
relocating some businesses.
“What type of a problem can shift the leather cluster
are we facing now in Mum from Dharavi to Thane dis
bai… It is surrounded by the trict, help people shift out of
Dharavi
into
housing
sea from three Timely
sides
trap: With and
the monsoon arriving
in Andhra Pradesh,
peoplebetter
from tribal villages
ﬁshing in
Special Correspondent
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rainwater gushing from the Eastern Ghats at Kasipatnam in Visakhapatnam district.
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JAIPUR/ NEW DELHI

The ruling Congress in Ra
jasthan on Thursday shifted
all its MLAs and Indepen
dent legislators supporting
the government, to a private
resort on the outskirts of Jai
pur ahead of the June 19 Ra
jya Sabha elections.
Chief Minister Ashok
Gehlot alleged that the BJP
was making “lucrative oﬀ
ers” of crores of rupees to
the Congress legislators to
change sides.
With the ﬁrst signs of
trouble in Rajasthan on
Wednesday, the Congress
sent party observer Ran
deep Surjewala and All In
dia Congress Committee Ra
jasthan incharge Avinash
Pande to Jaipur by a special
ﬂight to interact with the
MLAs.
Mr. Gehlot convened a
meeting at the luxury resort
in the evening, as the ruling
party charged the BJP with
attempts to destabilise the
State government. The
MLAs were asked to stay put
at the resort till the polling
day for Rajya Sabha elec
tions, but party insiders
claimed that there would be
no restrictions on their
movements.
Mr. Surjewala said the re
peated disregard of public
mandate had become the
BJP’s character and added
that its attempts to topple

options. That can improve
the situation in Dharavi as
well,” he pointed out.
“People are already fed
up… Wipro chairman Azim
Premji was
talking about pe
Economic
recovery
ople
requiring
two and
path
still
uncertain:
CEAa half
hours to get to work and
‘It could be delayed till next year’
another
two
and
a
half
hours
Special Correspondent
told mediapersons on
Thursday.
to come back,”
Mr. Gadkari
“What is uncertain now is
Economic growth this year
will depend on when recov whether that recovery will
said
after
unveiling
a
report
ery begins, as it is now un happen in the second half of
certain whether that will the year or will it happen
on
and
next year. Actual
growth,Sus
happen
in the‘Jobs,
second half of Growth
the year or be delayed to the therefore, will really depend
when the recov
next tainability:
ﬁnancial year, Chief critically
A onNew
Social
Economic Adviser Krishna ery happens”
His comments PostCO
came a
murthy
Subramanian said.for India’s
Contract
“At the beginning of this day after global ratings
ﬁnancial year, in April when agencies S&P and Fitch fore
VID19
Economic
Recovery’
we were in the ﬁrst few cast a contraction of 5% in
weeks of the lockdown, we the economy this year, alth
produced
the
Council
ough
they predicted
a sharp on
had estimated
growth to be by
at 1.52% this year, and that recovery to record 8.5%
Energy,
Environment
and
9.5% growth next year.
was conditioned
on a V
NEW DELHI

shaped recovery in the se
cond half of the year,” he

CONTINUED ON  PAGE 8

Water and the National Insti
tute of Public Finance and
Policy.
Ashok Gehlot
The government
is work
the Gehlot government
ing to complete
a Mumbai
would not succeed.
Delhi expressway
‘Nefarious designs’ in three
Speaking to presspersons
years thatoutside
willthemake
it possi
resort. Mr.
Pande, while expressing
conﬁdence
the govern to tra
ble for cars
andintrucks
ment’s stability, alleged that
BJP
was indulging in its in
verse thethe
distance
12
“nefarious designs” for the
months. Huge
hours andpast
26twohours,
respec
amounts of money had been
to the State for
tively, hetransferred
said.
Many
busi
making lucrative oﬀers to
Congress MLAs, he
nesses canthe
relocate
to places
alleged.
“What the BJP is doing is
a corridor
mockery of democracy.
along theDespite
that can
the COVID19 pan
demic, they
are plotting theof life,
oﬀer a better
quality
fall of governments in the
Oppositionruled States. Af
the minister
said.
ter Karnakata, Goa, Maha
rashtra and Madhya Pra
desh, they have turned their
attention to Rajasthan,” Mr.

 PAGE
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said. 2
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IITMadras top institution in govt. ranking
‘Need urgent steps to decongest big cities’

State urges Centre to restart local trains

Nitin Gadkari suggests shifting leather cluster from Dharavi to Thane district

Revise norms barring activities in containment zones for 28 days, says Tope

Special Correspondent
MUMBAI

India needs urgent steps to
decongest its big cities like
Mumbai, Union Minister Ni
tin Gadkari said on Thurs
day, stressing that the worst
kind of living conditions in
places like Dharavi, Asia's
largest slum, can be im
proved by sprucing up in
NEW
DELHI
frastructure
elsewhere, and
relocating some businesses.
“What type of a problem
are we facing now in Mum
bai… It is surrounded by the
sea from three sides and

there’s nowhere to expand. I
met the leather industry
from Dharavi yesterday who
have an annual turnover of
₹1.45 lakh crore of which
₹85,000 crore is from the
domestic market,” said Mr.
Gadkari, the Minister for
Road Transport, Highways
and Shipping, as well as Mi
cro, Small and Medium
Enterprises.
“I suggested to them we
can shift the leather cluster
from Dharavi to Thane dis
trict, help people shift out of
Dharavi into better housing

options. That can improve
the situation in Dharavi as
well,” he pointed out.
“People are already fed
up… Wipro chairman Azim
Premji was talking about pe
ople requiring two and a half
hours to get to work and
another two and a half hours
to come back,” Mr. Gadkari
said after unveiling a report
on ‘Jobs, Growth and Sus
tainability: A New Social
Contract for India’s PostCO
VID19 Economic Recovery’
produced by the Council on
Energy, Environment and

Water and the National Insti
tute of Public Finance and
Policy.
The government is work
ing to complete a Mumbai
Delhi expressway in three
years that will make it possi
ble for cars and trucks to tra
verse the distance in 12
hours and 26 hours, respec
tively, he said. Many busi
nesses can relocate to places
along the corridor that can
oﬀer a better quality of life,
the minister said.

Staff Reporter
Mumbai

Restart Mumbai’s local trains
and revisit the norms for
containment zones that bar
activities in these zones for
as long as 28 days, the Maha
rashtra government urged
the Centre on Thursday.
In a videoconference
with Union Health Minister
Dr. Harsh Vardhan, the
State’s Health Minister Ra
jesh Tope conveyed these
pleas, stressing on the im
portance of trains to help
those engaged in essential
services commute safely.

Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray has already been
corresponding with the
Centre on the issue.
“A number of employees
from essential service sector
are working against the no
vel coronavirus, such as
those working for the muni
cipal corporations, police,
hospital employees and oth
ers. It is important to restart
the local train service for
them,” Mr. Tope told the
Health Minister on the need
to restart the city’s life line.
Enforcing restrictions for
28 days in containment

zones, where neither move
ment of people nor econom
ic activity is allowed, is tak
ing a toll on the police too,
Mr .Tope said.
“All activities in contain
ment zone are kept closed
for 28 days from the day of
identifying the last patient.
Police deployment has to be
made to ensure that this is
strictly followed. It is re
quired to give the large pol
ice personnel deployed for
this work a breather and also
divert the force to other plac
es,” said Mr. Tope, urging the
Centre to slash the period to

14 days instead. Currently,
there are 3,897 containment
zones in the State.

IISc, Bengaluru is second and IIT-Delhi third in NIRF released by HRD Ministry
Special Correspondent

Econo
path s

The Indian Institute of Tech
nology (IIT), Madras, is the
country’s best in the ﬁeld of
higher
education,top
according
IITMadras
institution in govt. ranking
to the National Institutional
IISc, Bengaluru is second and IIT-Delhi third in NIRF released by HRD Ministry
Ranking
Framework
(NIRF)
geographical and socioeco
Special Correspondent
nomic diversity and the wel
released
on Thursday. The
coming of diﬀerently abled
The Indian Institute of Tech
students.
nology (IIT), Madras, is the
Indian
Institute of Science
“90% of the parameters in
country’s best in the ﬁeld of
NIRF are completely objec
higher education, according
(IISc),
Bengaluru,
stands at
tive and factbased, while
to the National
Institutional
only 10% is based on the sub
Ranking Framework (NIRF)
thereleased
second
followed
jective parameter of percep
on Thursday.place,
The
tion by academic peers and
Indian Institute of Science
employers,” Mr. Nishank
Bengaluru, stands at
by(IISc),
IITDelhi.
said.
the second place, followed
Acknowledging that In
by
IITDelhi.
Under
the universities ca
dian institutions struggle on
Under the universities ca
the “internationalisation”
tegory, the IISc topped the
tegory,
the IISc topped the
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500 more ICU beds
The State health minister al
so said that 500 more ICU
beds will be made available
in Mumbai within a week
and around 200300 doctors
from diﬀerent districts will
be coming to the city to pro
vide services. “These 500
beds will be available at Se
ven Hills, St. George hospi
tals,” he said, underlining
that the State’s recovery rate
is around 50%.
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#SocialResponse

Institutional
contribution
CEEW is proud to have delivered full
body PPE kits, N95 face masks, hand
sanitisers, latex gloves and other
safety equipment to the North Delhi
Municipal Corporation as well as the
King George’s Memorial Hospital,
Lucknow for their sanitation and
medical teams, who were working
round-the-clock during the
lockdown, to contain COVID-19.

INR 1,00,000

Institutional cash
contribution made to PM
CARES fund

CEEW’s PADARABINDA SAMAL supervising the delivery of the kits. April 2020.

Supporting micro-enterprises during
the pandemic
Assisting India's recovery from the pandemic, 'Powering Livelihoods',
an enterprise-support initiative from CEEW and Villgro Innovations
Foundation, offered a cumulative emergency funding of INR 1 crore
to six Indian enterprises working on clean energy-based
livelihoods solutions. The fund has helped enterprises to strengthen
their resilience and tide over the current crises caused by COVID-19.
The six enterprises currently manufacture a wide variety of solarpowered livelihood solutions from water pumps and multipurpose
food processors to commercial refrigerators to reeling, spinning and
weaving machinery in the textile sector.

Public service
videos to thank
and destigmatise
COVID-19 warriors
We launched a
#SupportYourSuperheroes
campaign through video clips shot
from our homes to acknowledge
and thank courageous workers and
institutions who were responding
to the health and civic crisis to
save lives.
See the films here
bit.ly/CEEWSupportYourSuperheroes1
bit.ly/SupportYourSuperheroes2

CEEW’s WASE KHALID on the field, visiting micro-enterprises.
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#SocialResponse

Team-led voluntary contributions
To support NGOs working with migrants, the urban poor, children with disabilities, sex workers and health care
professionals, CEEW donated INR 4.4 lakh collected through the voluntary contributions of 30 team members,
to Goonj, CARE India, CRY Foundation, Apne Aap Worldwide Trust, and Swami Sivananda Memorial Institute.

Images: Care India

Colleagues leading by example
WASE KHALID, affected by the
sight of homeless and destitute
families struggling for food
during the pandemic, began
organising food packets for
them. By late June 2020, he had
arranged provisions (including
flour, salt, cooking oil, rice, daal
and spices) to last a week for 250
people.

GYANARANJAN SAMAL, after recovering from COVID-19 at his
village in Jajpur, Odisha, got his village pond desilted and cleaned
with support from his family and neighbours. It is flush with
water now and is once again the watering hole of the village. He
also initiated a tree plantation drive to line the road to his village
where mature trees had been felled to make the connecting road.

ANAS C. REHMAN volunteered
with the Raipur administration’s
COVID-19 emergency response
team, helping conduct surveys and
managing the helpline. He still
continues with relief and recovery
tasks as and when needed.
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Key Highlights
September 2019 - August 2020

#ClimateAction
At the UN Secretary General‘s Climate Action Summit in New York, September 2019, we presented three key
research-backed messages to act on climate.
• The techno-economic possibilities for industrial decarbonisation;
• New ways to think about climate and clean energy finance and business models; and
• Building the capacity of developing countries to increase transparency for climate action.

Image: UNDP

CEEW’s ARUNABHA GHOSH
with ACHIM STEINER, UNDP
Administrator, on a panel for
‘Climate Change and Human
Development,’ a side event at
UNCCD COP14. September 2019.
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Sustainable
Manufacturing for India‘s
Low-Carbon Transition

Greening New
Pastures for Green
Investments

Four Bets for Hard-to-Abate
Sectors

Issue Brief | September 2019

Issue Brief | September 2019

A Capacity Building
Assessment Matrix for
Enhanced Transparency
in Climate Reporting
A Comprehensive
Evaluation of Indian Efforts

Image: Ananta Centre

CEEW’s SUMIT PRASAD was
a delegate at the ‘Asia-Pacific
Climate Week 2019’ where he
presented CEEW’s capacity
building matrix for developing
countries to build transparency
in climate reporting.

Image: Shikha Bhasin/CEEW

Report | September 2019

CEEW’s ARUNABHA GHOSH at the 9th Indo-US track II dialogue on ‘Energy and Climate Change.’ February 2020.
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#MainstreamingSustainability
In the first of a series of highlevel webinars organised as
part of our 10th-anniversary
celebrations, CEEW kickstarted the journey with
a discussion on ‘Shifting
Sustainability from the
Margin to the Mainstream’,
with INGER ANDERSEN,
Executive Director, UNEP;
JAMSHYD N. GODREJ, CEEW
Chairperson; BAHAR DUTT,
environment journalist and
Associate Professor, Shiv
Nadar University; MINIYA
CHATTERJI, CEO, Sustain
Labs Paris, and Founding
Director, Anant Fellowship
for Climate Action; and
ARCHANA SORENG,
Member, UN Secretary
General’s Youth Advisory
Group on Climate Change.

“Sustainability is not an accidental
headline. It is our best bet to minimise
the risks and impacts of crises such
as COVID-19. It must be at the heart
of our recovery. I am delighted to join
CEEW’s discussion on a sustainable
future.”
INGER ANDERSEN
Executive Director
United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP)

Re-energising India after the pandemic: building resilience and future pathways

SURESH P. PRABHU at a CEEW fireside chat with ARUNABHA GHOSH on re-energising India after the
pandemic. May 2020.
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74% India’s
CO2 emissions

INR 25,000
per annum

can be created by
transitioning domestic
manufacturing towards
low-carbon cement

increase in income
experienced by
tailoring enterprises
after solarising their
sewing machines
CEEW analysis, 2019-20

are from the manufacture
of iron & steel, cement,
ammonia, and chemicals
(primarily petrochemicals)

0.54 million
jobs by 2050

#MitigationInstruments

Image: CEEW

CEEW and the Environmental
Defense Fund (EDF) constituted
a Working Group on Mitigation
Instruments (WGMI) comprising
academic, policy, and industry
experts, who published a multisectoral framework to compare
and recommend mitigation
instruments for India’s transition to
a low-carbon economy.

Launch of the CEEW-EDF white paper authored by the WGMI.
October 2019.

“This white paper describing the basic
framework and tenets to be adopted in India’s
journey on a low-carbon pathway would
play a pivotal role in realising the country’s
climate aspirations. The steel industry will
further make efforts to move towards a
circular economy to achieve India’s climate
development goals.”
CHANAKYA CHAUDHARY
Vice President (Corporate Services), TATA Steel Ltd

Mitigation Instruments for
Achieving India’s Climate
and Development Goals
White Paper | October 2019
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#EnergyTransition
COVID-19 was an eye-opener for India’s
solar sector, which depended on China
for 80 per cent of its module imports. Our
analysis recommended steps to protect and
revive the sector along with the need to
localise solar components manufacturing to
limit the impact of such shocks. And while
emerging economies in Asia have high RE
deployment ambitions, many countries
like Indonesia and Sri Lanka have not been
able to attract investments at the scale
envisioned. Our studies found a range of
regulatory and market-related challenges
constraining investments in RE and also
offered recommendations and learnings
from India to overcome these.

Scaling up Solar
Manufacturing in
India
To Enhance India’s
Energy Security

on solar cells and modules until
2027 to ramp up India’s domestic
solar manufacturing

Cheaper Finance
is Key to Lowering
RE Tariffs in
Indonesia

Centre for
Energy Finance

Cheaper Finance is Key
to Lowering RE Tariffs
in Indonesia
Arjun Dutt and Kanika Chawla
Issue Brief | July 2020

Issue Brief | July 2020
© Image: iStock

Report | August 2020
I

ndonesia’s energy transition has been mired in
regulatory and market-related challenges that
have precluded large-scale solar and wind capacity
deployment (Dutt, Chawla, and Kuldeep 2019).
Renewable energy (RE) capacity awarded to developers
over the course of 2019 and 2020 (till June 2020) has
been only 200 MW. This includes 50 MW solar capacity
in Bali and a 145 MW floating solar project in Wast Java.1
Unviable tariff caps and challenges in land acquisition
are two of the major challenges. This issue brief
examines the role of the high costs of domestic finance
and land in pushing up renewable energy (RE) tariffs

1

(beyond regional tariff caps). This is done by first
analysing a specific project where these constraints do
not apply: the 145 MW floating solar plant jointly being
developed by PLN (Indonesia’s integrated state-owned
power utility) and Masdar at a tariff of USD c 5.8/kWh
(PPA signed in January 2020) (BKPM 2020). This tariff
is around 26 per cent lower than Indonesia’s average
generation cost of USD c 7.86/kWh in 2018 (Foreign and
Commonwealth Office 2019).
The issue brief then illustrates that a 22 per cent
reduction in tariffs for land-based utility-scale projects
is possible, if financed on terms similar to the 145 MW

CEEW-CEF market intelligence

#PoweringLivelihoods
CEEW’s INR 22 crore initiative with
Villgro—Powering Livelihoods—
was launched to provide capital
and technical support to help
scale-up enterprises. The first
cohort comprises enterprises that
are deploying green clean-tech
innovations including solar-powered
water pumps, multipurpose food
processors, commercial refrigerators,
and textile machinery (reeling,
spinning and weaving) and fodder
growing stations.
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“Powering Livelihoods and
the CEEW-Villgro partnership
will go a long way in bringing
out innovative solutions.
Your initiative should look to
leverage modern technologies
and power villages at scale.”
MINISTER PIYUSH GOYAL
at the launch of the CEEW-Villgro
‘Powering Livelihoods’ initiative.
August 2020.

Source: CEEW-CEF analysis, 2020

~20% basic customs
duty required

#PowerReforms

Our study with IISD recommended
that Indian policymakers should
rein in specific fossil fuel subsidies
while creating more fiscal room for
promoting renewables and other
welfare schemes.

Source: CEEW analysis, 2019-20

Our smart meter pilot study
highlighted the critical role of these
meters to help discoms improve
billing and revenue collection,
especially during the pandemic.

22 hours of
electricity

What Smart Meters
Can Tell Us
Insights on Electricity
Supply and Use in
Mathura and Bareilly
Households
Report | February 2020

65%
rise in subsidies for
oil and gas whereas
those for renewables
dropped by 35% since
FY 2017 in India

per day was the average
power supply received by
households in Bareily and
Mathura

Source: CEEW-IISD analysis, 2020

A series of CEEW studies on the
power sector underscored several new
opportunities to strengthen the sector
through long-term structural reforms
and the redesigning of the day-ahead
markets to reduce power purchase
costs.

Mapping India’s
Energy Subsidies
2020
Fossil Fuels,
Renewables, Electric
Vehicles
Report | April 2020

Improving discom billing and collection efficiency post the pandemic
In June 2020, as part of the
fifth edition of the ‘CEEW
Energy Access Dialogues’,
senior discom officials
from Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, and Gujarat
discussed best practices
to improve billing and
collection efficiency on a
sustained basis with CEEW
researchers.
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India’s largest survey on energy access and consumption
conducted in 2019-20

Images: CEEW/MarketXcel

Across 300 days, six researchers
at CEEW, along with a team of
154 enumerators, conducted the
India Residential Energy Survey
(IRES) in collaboration with
ISEP. It is the largest survey on
energy access and consumption
patterns in Indian households.
The survey covered 14,850
households from 152 districts
in the 21 most populous states.
The surveyed states together
account for 97 per cent of the
Indian population.

#Mobility

>50% of urban
India walks
(more than 500 metres)
for their weekly needs,
followed by the use of
personal motorbikes
and public transport

2-16 %
lower CO2
emissions per
electric car
in 2030 depending
on renewable energy
penetration in the grid

“My long-term aim is
for India to become
a leader in 2-3
wheelers and compact
electric vehicle
manufacturing.”
AMITABH KANT
How Urban India
Moves

India’s Electric Vehicle
Transition

Sustainable Mobility
and Citizen Preferences

Impact on Auto Industry
and Building the EV
Ecosystem

Report | October 2019

Report | October 2019
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CEO, NITI Aayog at the
CEEW-Shakti dialogue
on ‘Urban Mobility and
India’s EV Transition.’
October 2019.

Source: CEEW analysis, 2019

How does India juggle the
need to meet basic transport
needs and infrastructure
for its population while
accommodating clean and
shared mobility paradigms
gaining traction globally?
CEEW published two studies
on mobility to map how urban
India moved and what it would
take for India to transition to
electric vehicles.

India's rural economy needs an agriculture
revival, and the adoption of Indian
Natural Farming practices could lead to
substantial fiscal savings. Our study, Can
Zero Budget Natural Farming Save Input
Costs and Fertiliser Subsidies? points out
that Andhra Pradesh can save up to INR
2100 crore (~USD 292 million) annually
with a complete shift to Indian Natural
Farming practices.

INR 846 per
acre

INR 1,553
crore

cost of natural inputs
for rice cultivation
compared to INR 5,961
per acre on chemical
inputs

from fertiliser subsidy
savings possible if 75%
of Andhra Pradesh’s
cropped area shifts
to complete natural
farming

Can Zero
Budget Natural
Farming Save
Input Costs
and Fertiliser
Subsidies
Evidence from
Andhra Pradesh
Report | January
2020

#SustainableCooling
The growing body of work at CEEW on
the HFC phase-down and the transition
to sustainable thermal comfort this year
focused on the AC servicing sector goals as
encapsulated in the India Cooling Action Plan.
Our studies detailed how institutionalising
AC servicing certification systems could
enable job security and safety for technicians,
optimise energy efficiency, and facilitate
a smoother transition towards alternative
refrigerant technologies in keeping with
India’s Kigali commitments.

Safety, Upskilling,
and Good Servicing
Practices for Cooling
Standardising Training
for Refrigeration and
Air-Conditioning
Technicians

Source: CEEW analysis, 2020

#SustainableFarming

"Skilling and certification in the AC servicing
sector allows us to have benefits both in terms
of environmental protection and livelihood
enhancement. When we talk about formalisation of
this sector, in addition to training and skilling, we need
to ensure access to finance for service technicians.
This will help them become entrepreneurs and
acquire adequate tools for their work. The studies by
CEEW on standardisation of training and universal
certification system are extremely important and
topical, and will help us pursue the stated goals."
DR AMIT LOVE
Scientist E, Hazardous Substance Management Division,
and former Joint Director, Ozone Cell, MoEFCC

A Universal
Certification
System for India’s
Refrigeration and
Air-Conditioning
Servicing Sector
Issue Brief | July 2020

Issue Brief | July 2020
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Blue skies over Delhi and the IndoGangetic plains during the lockdown
were certainly an indicator that it is
not too late to rescue and rejuvenate
our planet. Our analysis on monitoring
air quality through remote sensing,
assessing city clean air plans and
public smog towers indicated that
curtailing pollution at its source,
with stringent emission norms and
enforcement, will help cities breathe
easier.

75%

0 cities

of city clean air
plans do not contain
information on
emission sources

have a legal mandate
to implement their
clean air plans (apart
from Delhi’s clean
air plan, which the
Supreme Court
partially notified for
implementation in
January 2018)

Managing
India’s Air
Quality
Through an
Eye in the Sky
Issue Brief |
January 2020

How Robust are
Urban India’s
Clean Air Plans?
An Assessment of
102 Cities

Source: CEEW analysis, 2020

#AirQuality

‘On air’: creating a democratic demand for clean air
CEEW’s second edition of ‘On Air’ held on 28 November 2019,
discussed how officials, industry, and citizen action and engagement
could combat air pollution in our cities. We heard from Delhi’s resident
welfare association representatives, school principals, students,
environmental lawyers, and journalists, on their understanding of the
air pollution crisis and actions needed to solve for it.

“Crackers have to be banned. We
have to control the causes and
the sources of Delhi’s air pollution.
Scientific studies need to address
this. Haryana identified stubble
burning hotspots and managed to
reduce it by 40% in 2019.”
S. NARYANAN
Member Secretary, Haryana State
Pollution Control Board
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Image: CEEW

Report |
June 2020

L to R: APARNA DUTT SHARMA, Secretary General, Cement
Manufacturers Association; S. NARYANAN, Member Secretary,
Haryana State Pollution Control Board; VARSHA JOSHI
Commissioner, North Delhi Municpal Corporation; and CEEW’s
KARTHIK GANESAN, at the CEEW ‘On Air’ dialogue. November
2019.

Convening experts on urban India’s clean air plans

DR ASHOK KUMAR GHOSH, Bihar State Pollution Control Board; DR SARATH GUTTIKUNDA, Urban
Emissions; DR MUKESH SHARMA, IIT Kanpur; and VINUTA GOPAL, Asar Social Advisors, in a session
moderated by DR ARUNABHA GHOSH, discussed how different stakeholders, pollution control boards,
municipal corporations, civil society representatives, citizens and the state and central governments, can
work together to ensure execution of clean air plans and make blue skies permanent. June 2020.

#CleanCookingEnergy

~90% of
India’s
non-poor
population
still receive the LPG subsidy,
leaving limited resources to
subsidise poorer households

Source: CEEW analysis, 2020

CEEW also developed a Clean
Cooking Energy Roadmap for India,
with the NITI Aayog and GIZ. It
envisions replacing traditional
cooking fuels that cause household
air pollution in India with cleaner
fuels by 2025.

Image: iStock

CEEW in partnership with the
Sustainable Energy for All
(SEforALL), Overseas Development
Institute (ODI) and the Catholic
Agency for Overseas Development
(CAFOD) published the Energy
Safety Nets: India Case Study,
a first-of-its-kind evaluation on
how India’s energy policies are
providing social assistance to
protect very poor, vulnerable and
marginalised people.
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YEARS

Image: thenounproject
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10 tales
from the
(R)evolutionary
road
Measuring impact in public policy is fraught with
the risk of overstating one’s influence. Several
players can claim (and rightfully so) to have had
a role. We claim no monopoly of ideas. Even
in cases where we have led the generation of
a proposal, we have had to work with partners
within and outside government to see through its
advent, execution or evaluation.
In this spirit of co-ownership and collaboration
for public service, we look back on our work
dedicated to the people and the planet.
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1 Putting People
at the Centre
of World-Class
Research
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400 million people

125 million lives

indirectly impacted through
CEEW research and outreach to
improve the Ujjwala scheme for
clean cooking fuel

impacted through our direct
research and engagement with
the government that led to the
development of the Saubhagya
scheme for achieving universal
household electrification
CEEW analysis, 2020

#PeopleFirst@CEEW

Image: Emotivelens

#PeopleFirst@CEEW

Leveraging
data for
universal
energy access

Image: Abhishek Jain/CEEW

CEEW has co-created one
of the world’s largest panel
datasets on energy access,
which includes over 5 million
data points.

First conducted in 2015,
the Access to Clean
Cooking Energy and
Electricity: Survey of
States (ACCESS) is
India’s largest energy
access survey, covering
more than 9,000 rural
households, across India’s
most energy-access
deprived states. Bihar,
Jharkhand, Madhya
Pradesh, Odisha, Uttar
Pradesh, and West Bengal.
In 2018, during phase-2 of the
survey, these households were
revisited to record changes in
their state of energy access.

Image: CEEW

ACCESS 2015
& 2018

“CEEW’s ACCESS study provides a holistic
approach to analyse the deep distress in
rural India due to poor electricity and cooking
energy access and could be the handbook in
all future discussion on this topic.”
MINISTER PIYUSH GOYAL
(then) Minister of State (IC) for Power, Coal, New and
Renewable Energy, and Mines
Source: CEEW Annual Review 2015-16

Access to Clean Cooking
Energy and Electricity
Survey of States
Report | September 2015
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#PeopleFirst@CEEW

“(ACCESS 2018)…excellent initiative. The findings will provide
valuable feedback to policymakers and implementers on field-level
issues. My compliments to CEEW.”
ASHUTOSH JINDAL

Image: CEEW

(then) Joint Secretary, Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas. November 2018

Access to Clean Cooking
Energy and Electricity
Survey of States 2018
Report | November 2018

MINISTER DHARMENDRA PRADHAN
(then) Minister of State (IC) for
Petroleum and Natural Gas
Source: CEEW Annual Review 2015-16
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INR 2,400 crore
per annum
saved through CEEW’s policy
inputs on the Direct Benefit
Transfer (DBT) scheme and
the Give-it-up campaign that
directed LPG subsidies to
most deserving households

CEEW analysis, 2020

“My ministry had requested CEEW to
independently and objectively analyse
our energy subsidy reform measures and
I am thankful to them for their analysis.
CEEW’s research would help us improve
our government’s schemes.”

#PeopleFirst@CEEW

Identifying the job
potential in the
clean energy sector

Image: Vikram Solar

With the ongoing pandemic and global
uncertainty, India has to turn even more to
its domestic economy to create jobs. The
energy transition, our studies find, offers
one of the best bets for new jobs in a slowing
economy.

DR PRAVEEN SAXENA
Chief Executive Officer, Skill Council for
Green Jobs

Recognition for
CEEW's study

Powering Primary
Healthcare through
Solar in India
Lessons from Chhattisgarh
ADITYA RAMJI, SASMITA PATNAIK, SUNIL MANI, AND HEM H. DHOLAKIA

Source: CEEW Annual Review 2016-17

50,000 new jobs

CEEW analysis, 2020

potentially created through
CEEW’s rooftop solar
research. Our work influenced
the Delhi Net Metering
Guidelines and the central
government’s Grid-Connected
Solar Rooftop Programme

#CEEWPRIDE

“CEEW and NRDC’s report captures a new dimension in
accurately assessing manpower requirements in the solar
and wind domains. It builds on earlier studies on the
subject, considering national objectives to meet INDC
commitments. It makes the path of the Skill Council
for Green Jobs more clear and visible in terms of
capturing the opportunity of employability in
the solar and wind domains.”

The CEEW study, Powering
Primary Healthcare through
Solar in India: Lessons from
Chhattisgarh was ranked, 2nd
in the ‘International Energy’
category by the Prospect
Think Tank Awards in 2018.
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2 Predicting the
Future by Shaping it
#FutureForward@CEEW

USD 140-160
billion
investment required to
achieve the target of
installing 100 GW of solar
power by 2021-2022
CEEW analysis, 2014

73 countries
have signed and ratified the
International Solar Alliance
(ISA) framework agreement.
ISA is the the first intergovernmental organisation
co-founded by and housed
in India

Image: freepik.com
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#FutureForward@CEEW

Scaling India’s RE targets
Our research for the Prime Minister’s
Office and assistance to draft the Cabinet
note directly resulted in scaling up India’s
renewable energy (RE) targets to 175 GW
of renewables by 2022.

Tapping Every Ray of the Sun

A Roadmap for a Significant
Role of Solar in India

October 2014 | New Delhi, India

CEEW Policy Brief

Tapping
Every Ray
of the Sun
A Roadmap for a
Signiﬁcant Role of
Solar in India
POULAMI CHOUDHURY, SHALU AGRAWAL,
KANIKA CHAWLA, RAJEEV PALAKSHAPPA,
KARTHIK GANESAN, AND
ARUNABHA GHOSH

Policy Brief | October 2014

Assessing the
National Solar
Mission

Images: CEEW

We conducted the first
independent assessment
of the National Solar
Mission with the Natural
Resources Defence
Council (NRDC). It was
formally launched by
TARUN KAPOOR, the
(then) Joint Secretary.
2012.

CEEW promoted the USD 125 million India-U.S Joint Clean Energy R&D Center to spur game-changing
research and development in energy-efficient buildings, solar energy, and second-generation biofuels, in
collaboration with the NRDC and the Administrative Staff College of India.
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#FutureForward@CEEW

“CEEW is working with us as a
strategic knowledge partner as
we work to unleash attractive
finance to meet India’s
ambitious renewable energy
target.”
K. S. POPLI
Chairman, IREDA
Source: CEEW Annual Review 2015-16

BETH URBANAS (then) Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Asia
and the Americas at the Office
of International Affairs, U.S.
Department of Energy, at CEEW’s
roundtable discussion on ‘India U.S. Energy Partnership’. April 2017.

Images: CEEW

CEEW hosted DR ERNEST
MONIZ, (then) US Energy
Secretary, for a roundtable
on ‘Scaling Decentralised
Clean Energy in India’.
March 2014.

CEEW’s NEERAJ
KULDEEP sheparding our
research on renewables at
the CEEW ‘RE Dialogue’.
June 2018.

Showcasing India’s energy transition story
with David Letterman
CEEW’s ARUNABHA
GHOSH with DAVID
LETTERMAN on
National Geographic
Channel’s Years of
Living Dangerously,
telling India’s energy
transition story. 2017.
See more here
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#FutureForward@CEEW

Envisioning the International Solar Alliance

COMMENT
SUZANNE LEE/PANOS

Images: CEEW

CEEW was part of conceptualising
and developing the strategy for the
International Solar Alliance (ISA).
ISA is mandated to foresee and
create conditions for cooperative
energy security as emerging and
developing economies undergo their
respective energy transitions. ISA
was officially announced in Paris
during COP21 and formally launched
in India in March 2018.

Arunabha Ghosh and Karthik
Ganesan’s commentary
‘Rethink India’s energy strategy’
published in May was picked as
one of 2015’s most influential
expert opinions by Nature’s
editorial team.

#CEEWPRIDE

Recognised as
one of 2015’s
most influential
commentaries

Kamla Devi, Rajasthan’s first female solar engineer.

Rethink India’s
energy strategy

Address the needs of poor and rural households, target subsidies and support
low-carbon industries, urge Arunabha Ghosh and Karthik Ganesan.

I

ndia’s policy-makers have three big
energy goals: providing everyone with
access to energy, securing energy supply
and trying to limit carbon emissions without encumbering the nation’s growth. These
important concerns miss the point.
Energy access cannot be assured by
progress towards a simple target such as
supplying power 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, nationwide. India has deep divides in
the quantity and quality of energy consumed
across income groups and between rural
and urban households. Fuel subsidies are
poorly designed and the strategies to reduce
them to enhance energy security are heavyhanded. And because of limited action by the
world’s largest emitters, there is little left in
the global carbon budget before planetary
safety limits are breached. Clean energy and
alternative growth is imperative.

India’s energy priorities should be reframed
as follows: to cater to the different energy
demands of citizens of various economic
strata; to direct energy subsidies to benefit the
poor; and to promote low-carbon industry.

DISPARATE DEMAND

Urban India aspires to have a reliable 24/7
electricity supply — voltages currently drop
at peak demand times such as during evenings. Meanwhile, more than one-third of
India’s households, mostly poor and rural,
are not connected to the electricity grid.
For those that are, blackouts last 4–16 hours
a day. The poorest households consume

SCIENCE IN INDIA

A Nature special issue
nature.com/indiascience

one-quarter of the energy of those at the
highest income levels. Urban centres are in
effect subsidised by rural areas, which are
being overcharged for substandard service1.
The poorest households pay 30% more per
unit of useful energy than the richest2.
One solution to these disparate demands
is to deliver more electricity through the
grid while adopting cleaner energy sources.
The Indian government has announced
ambitious plans for renewable energy: up
to 175 gigawatts (GW) of installed capacity by 2022. There are many challenges to
achieving this target, from the availability of
resource data on which to base decisions and
managing risks to the high cost and the huge
variability across the grid in terms of energy
sources and infrastructure.
Meanwhile, the promise of reliable electricity through centralized infrastructure

1 5 6 | NAT U R E | VO L 5 2 1 | 1 4 M AY 2 0 1 5

© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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3 Transforming
Markets for Good
#Bias4Action@CEEW

between Indian and Chinese
PV modules (at the same
capacity utilisation levels) may
be attributed to higher raw
material costs

32

4% of GoI’s power
& RE budget
allocated over five years to
subsidise credit enhancement
is all it will take to debt finance
a doubling of India’s utilityscale solar capacity

CEEW-CEF analysis, 2020

~56% of the
difference in
selling price

Image: pixabay.com

#Bias4Action@CEEW

CEEW
Centre for
Energy
Finance

has been deepening markets,
increasing transparency, and
attracting capital to clean energy
sectors in emerging economies
since its inception in 2019.
The CEEW-CEF team celebrated their 1st anniversary on 17 July 2020.

CEEW’s RISHABH JAIN
moderating periodic meetings
with stakeholders to map and
discuss policy trends and market
developments in the RE sector.
Image: CEEW

“Developing financial mechanisms to
support the large-scale deployment of
clean energy is of critical importance in
India, and globally. This is also an area
in which the CEEW and the IEA have a
strong history of cooperation.”
FATIH BIROL
Executive Director, International Energy
Agency (IEA)

Image: Emotivelens
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#Bias4Action@CEEW

CEEW-CEF’s dashboard for emerging economies
Showcases updated status of RE capacities and projects in emerging economies.

Explore the dashboard: https://cef.ceew.in/intelligence/world-dashboard

CEEW-CEF’s EV mobility dashboard
Provides up-to-date information and key trends in India’s electric mobility market for all stakeholders including
policymakers, regulators, investors, industry and consumers.

Explore the dashboard: https://cef.ceew.in/solutions-factory/tool/electric-mobility
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#Bias4Action@CEEW

Powering Rural
Livelihoods

Image: Abhishek Jain/CEEW

‘Powering Livelihoods’ is a CEEW-Villgro
initiative launched in 2020 to revitalise India’s
rural economy by deploying decentralised,
clean energy-powered livelihood appliances to
boost rural incomes.

CEEW’s ABHISHEK JAIN at
a ‘Powering Livelihoods’ jury
session engaging with applicants
from micro-enterprises. March
2019.

Image: Emotivelens

“Powering Livelihoods should create business
models that work not just for India but has
lessons for countries in Africa to create global
entrepreneurs.”
DAMILOLA OGUNBIYI
CEO and Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General
for Sustainable Energy for All and Co-Chair of UN-Energy
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#Bias4Action@CEEW

Enabling power reforms in Uttar Pradesh

An initiative supported by

Image: Bharat Sharma/CEEW

Our studies on metering and citizen engagement have informed better billing and collection practices
and supported smart meter installations. Scaled up, such interventions could increase consumer
willingness to pay for electricity and deepen the market.

i

Electricity Consumers
and Compliance
Trust, Reciprocity, and Socio-economic
Factors in Uttar Pradesh
Report | February 2019

Report | February 2019

CEEW researchers with senior officials from Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation Limited (UPPCL),
Madhyanchal Vidyut Vitran Nigam Limited (MVVNL), and Uttar Pradesh Electricity Regulatory
Commission (UPERC) at the launch of our consumer perception study in Lucknow. February 2019.

“CEEW’s power sector team is working towards
building a formal, institutionalised approach
to bring consumer perspectives, outlooks
and interventions into the governance of
the sector. It is appreciable that CEEW
involved all the stakeholders in each and
every step of their study.”
VIKAS CHANDRA AGARWAL
Director (Distribution), UPERC
Source: CEEW annual review 2017-18
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7.2 million
domestic
consumers
will benefit from UP’s billing
and collection efficiency
improvements based on
CEEW recommendations

CEEW analysis, 2020

Electricity Consumers
and Compliance
Trust, Reciprocity, and
Socio-Economic Factors in
Uttar Pradesh

Image: CEEW

Karthik Ganesan, Kapardhi Bharadwaj, and
Kanika Balani

#Bias4Action@CEEW

CEEW, together with the Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII), the Currency Exchange Fund (TCX), and the Terrawatt
Initiative (TWI) designed a multilateral platform, the Common
Risk Mitigation Mechanism (CRMM) to deepen solar markets
and unlock finance for solar projects in developing economies.
The CRMM, endorsed by 16+ countries, is currently being
operationalised by the World Bank.

USD 15 billion
investments are being
potentially leveraged
through a USD 1 billion
guarantee to set up ~20
GW of solar PV capacity
in more than 20 countries
through the CRMM
CEEW analysis, 2017-18

Designing the Common
Risk Mitigation
Mechanism to unlock
finances for renewables

Common Risk Mitigation Mechanism
Feasibility Study

Common Risk
Mitigation
Mechanism
Feasibility Study

“ W e w ill d is c u s s r e g u la t o r y is s u e s a n d p r o m o t e c o m m o n s t a n d a r d s .
W e w ill a t t r a c t in v e s t m e n t s a n d d e v e lo p in n o v a t iv e f in a n c in g m e c h a n is m .”

His Excellency Shri Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India,

November 2017

30th of November 2015
Launch of the International Solar Alliance

CEEW’s ARUNABHA GHOSH building a case for CLEAN in 2014.

Setting up the Clean
Energy Access
Network (CLEAN)

CEEW helped set up CLEAN in 2014, to support, unify
and grow clean energy enterprises in India. CLEAN
today focusses primarily on “rural and underprivileged
communities where reliable, affordable and clean energy
plays a unique role in accelerating social, environmental
and economic development.”

200+
decentralised
renewable
energy
enterprises
supported unlocking > USD
3 million in value through
CLEAN

#CEEWPRIDE

Image: CEEW

November 2017
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4 Looking
Over-the-Horizon
at Technology
#Tech4Ward@CEEW

could be avoided by the end of the
century if India were to phase down
HFCs in refrigerants
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INR 400 crore
estimated cost of training
and certifying 2 million AC
servicing technicians over
the next 15-18 years
CEEW analysis, 2020

~5-9 gigatonnes of
CO2-equivalent of
emissions per year

Image: pixabay.com

#Tech4Ward@CEEW

Pioneering work
on phasing down
HFCs in India
Our analysis on phasing down HFCs could
help avoid up to 0.4°C of global warming
by the end of the century. Our studies on
training service technicians have evolved
into a joint programme of the Ministries of
Environment and Skill Development. And our
recommendations on investments in R&D to
lead innovations in cooling technologies could
be another big bet for a hot country like ours.

Image: iStock

“I would like to appreciate CEEW’s efforts for
the commendable analysis they have done on
India’s long-term HFC emissions. I hope that
more civil society organisations in India bring
out such independent research.”
SUSHEEL KUMAR
(then) Additional Secretary, MoEFCC
Source: CEEW annual review 2014-15

CEEW’s SHIKHA BHASIN and
VAIBHAV CHATURVEDI adjacent
to Minister HARSH VARDHAN
together with co-authors from TERI
and AEEE with ANIL KUMAR
JAIN (former) Special Secretary,
MoEFCC, current Secretary,
Ministry of Coal; GEETA MENON,
Joint Secretary, MoEFCC; and DR
AMIT LOVE, (then) Joint Director,
Ozone Cell, MoEFCC, at the launch
of the India Cooling Action Plan.
March 2019.
Image: AEEE
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Informing
governance of
climate
engineering
technologies

Carnegie Climate
Geoengineering
Governance Initiative

Commentary

Principles for Thinking about Carbon Dioxide
Removal in Just Climate Policy
David R. Morrow,1,* Michael S. Thompson,2 Angela Anderson,3 Maya Batres,4 Holly J. Buck,5 Kate Dooley,6
Oliver Geden,7,8 Arunabha Ghosh,9 Sean Low,10 Augustine Njamnshi,11 John No€
el,4 Olúfẹ́ mi O. Táı́wò,12 Shuchi Talati,3
and Jennifer Wilcox13
1Institute

for Carbon Removal Law and Policy, American University, Washington, DC, USA
Climate Governance Initiative, New York, NY, USA
of Concerned Scientists, Washington, DC, USA
scholar, USA
School of Law, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Climate and Energy College, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
Institute for International and Security Affairs, Berlin, Germany
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Austria
on Energy, Environment, and Water, New Delhi, India
10Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies, Potsdam, Germany
11Pan-African Climate Justice Alliance, Nairobi, Kenya
12Department of Philosophy, Georgetown University, Washington, DC, USA
13Chemical Engineering Department, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA, USA
*Correspondence: morrow@american.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.oneear.2020.07.015

Geoengineering:

2Carnegie
3Union

4Independent
5UCLA

6Australian-German
7German

the need for governance

8International
9Council

February 2019

Carbon dioxide removal (CDR) is rising up the climate-policy agenda. Four principles for thinking about its
role in climate policy can help ensure that CDR supports the kind of robust, abatement-focused long-term
climate strategy that is essential to fair and effective implementation.
Carbon dioxide removal (CDR), sometimes called carbon removal or negative
emissions, is the practice of capturing
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
and storing it for long periods of time.
There are many approaches to CDR,
including nature-based solutions, such
as ecosystem restoration, and more engineered approaches, such as direct air
capture with carbon storage.1 These
encompass a variety of options for storing
carbon, ranging from biomass and soils to
oceans and geological reservoirs to longlived products such as timber buildings or
cement (Figure 1). CDR does not include
fossil carbon capture and storage (CCS),
such as CCS on a gas-fired power
plant, or carbon capture and use that embeds carbon in short-lived products, such
as synthetic fuels; they might reduce
emissions, but neither of these technologies removes carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere.
CDR is rising rapidly up climate-policy
agendas because it could provide a
useful—perhaps essential—supplement
to emissions abatement as the world
works toward meeting the Paris Agreement goals for limiting global warming.2
As a result, civil society organizations,
philanthropic funders, and government

agencies are wrestling with the challenge of forming positions on CDR,
including whether to support it at all
and, if so, what mix of approaches to
support, what kind of policies should
govern it, and how to connect it to other
elements of climate policy. The following
four principles crystallize some of the
key ideas that shape our own thinking
about CDR. We present them here in
the hope that others will find them useful
as they deliberate about their own
positions.
Don’t Forget the Long Game
First, CDR is only one part of a long-term
climate strategy. Cutting greenhouse gas
emissions must remain at the center of
that strategy: CDR would be too slow,
expensive, and technically uncertain to
replace the need for rapid emissions reductions.3 Furthermore, attempting to
do so would mean missing out on the social and environmental benefits of transitioning to clean energy. Adaptation, both
incremental and transformative, also
plays an essential role, as do measures
to address loss and damage. The world
needs to do all of these things to fight
climate change—a ‘‘both/and’’ approach
rather than ‘‘either/or.’’

Different people and institutions will
have different expectations about longterm climate strategies. These include differences over the kinds of social, economic, and technological transformations
that societies should or will use to decarbonize, the kinds of policies societies
should adopt to spur those transformations, and the urgency and speed with
which the world can completely decarbonize. These differences imply slightly
different roles for CDR as part of the
long-term strategy or different roles for
different approaches to CDR at different
times. In particular, some might see a
role for CDR in mopping up residual emissions while we figure out how to decarbonize harder-to-abate sectors such as
construction, heavy industry, and heavy
transport. Others might prefer to limit
CDR to compensating only for agriculture
and land-use emissions or to use it after
complete decarbonization to draw down
‘‘legacy carbon’’ remaining in the atmosphere from past emissions.
It turns out that these disagreements
have relatively little impact on the question
of whether to devote time and resources to
CDR research, development, and deployment now. Even if the world can
completely decarbonize quickly without
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Principles for
Thinking about
Carbon Dioxide
Removal in Just
Climate Policy

Journal Paper |
August 2020

Geoengineering
Our Climate?
Ethics, Politics, and
Governance

Book Chapter |
September 2018

Geoengineering:
The Need for
Governance

Journal Paper |
February 2019

Image: © IASS - Dirk Enters

CEEW has dedicated 10 years of study on how
climate-engineering research and technologies
can be governed. Since 2011 our growing
list of partners includes the Solar Radiation
Management Governance Initiative (SRMGI),
Institute for Science, Innovation and Society
(InSIS), the Academy of Sciences of the
Developing World, the Environmental Defense
Fund (EDF), Canada’s Centre for International
Governance Innovation (CIGI), the Carnegie
Centre for Geoengineering Governance
(C2G2) and the Forum for Climate Engineering
Assessment.

An initiative of the

ll

CEEW’s ARUNABHA GHOSH speaking on promises
and challenges associated with public engagements
in climate engineering, at the ‘Climate Engineering
Conference–2017’, Berlin.

ANIL JAIN
(then) Advisor (Energy), NITI
Aayog
Source: CEEW annual review
2015-16
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Image: CEEW

“I thank the CEEW
for mainstreaming
technology in India’s
policy statements.”
SURESH P. PRABHU at the CEEW–InSIS Oxford conference on
‘Climate Geoengineering Governance’. June 2014.

#Tech4Ward@CEEW

Scaling
solarpowered
irrigation
CEEW’s studies have
encouraged the adoption
of solar-powered irrigation
across the country but
with equity, environmental
and fiscal prudence in
deployment strategies.
CEEW's SHALU AGRAWAL discussing solar for irrigation with farmers of
Uttar Pradesh.

41% of
farmers

“I congratulate CEEW and
Shakti Sustainable Energy
Foundation on the release of
the solar for irrigation studies.
These are policy-pertinent
research studies and present
actionable recommendations.”

CEEW analysis

surveyed in UP in 2018
were interested in
adopting solar pumps

AMITABH KANT
CEO, NITI Aayog, at CEEW-SDCShakti ‘National Dialogue on Solar for
Irrigation’. January 2018.

August 2015 | New Delhi, India

CEEW Working Paper

Solar Pumps for
Sustainable Irrigation

Sustainability of
Solar-based Irrigation
in India

A Budget Neutral
Opportunity
SHALU AGRAWAL AND ABHISHEK JAIN

An initiative supported by

An initiative supported by

Sustanability of Solar-based Irrigation in India:

Key determinants, challenges and solutions
December 2016 | New Delhi, India

CEEW Policy Brief

Adopting
Solar for Irrigation

Key determinants, challenges
and solutions

Farmers’ Perspectives from
Uttar Pradesh

SHALU AGRAWAL AND ABHISHEK JAIN

Solar for Irrigation
A Comparative Assessment of
Deployment Strategies
ANNE RAYMOND AND ABHISHEK JAIN

ABHISHEK JAIN AND TAUSEEF SHAHIDI

Environment

Acceptable

Viable

Social

Economic
Equitable
November 2016
i

Solar Pumps for
Sustainable Irrigation:
A Budget Neutral
Opportunity

Sustainability of Solarbased Irrigation in India:
Key Determinants,
Challenges, and Solutions

Adopting Solar for
Irrigation: Farmers’
Perspectives from
Uttar Pradesh

Solar for Irrigation: A
Comparative Assessment
of Deployment
Strategies

Policy Brief | August 2015

Working Paper |
December 2016

Report | January 2018

Report | January 2018
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Image: Atul Loke for Panos Pictures/Food and Land Use Coalition

Examining the
potential of
natural farming

CEEW has published studies to evaluate
the potential of natural farming in
improving yields, ensuring food
security and withstanding climate
change.

CEEW’s ARUNABHA
GHOSH, with ERIK
SOLHEIM, (then) Executive
Director, UN Environment;
CHANDRABABU NAIDU,
(then) Chief Minister of
Andhra Pradesh; and SATYA
SUNDAR TRIPATHI, (then)
Chairperson, Sustainable
India Finance Facility (SIFF)
at the release of the CEEWSIFF, Zero Budget Natural
Farming, issue brief at the
World Economic Forum,
Davos. January 2018.

DR RAJIV KUMAR
Vice Chairman. NITI Aayog
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INR 2,100 crore
savings
in fertiliser subsidies for
Andhra Pradesh if it were
to scale up natural farming
to all six million farm
families in the state by
2024

CEEW analysis, 2020

“To take the current research on Bhartiya Prakrutik
Krishi Paddhiti (Indian natural farming practices)
further, we need more organisations and partners to
conduct comprehensive and multi-faceted studies.
Research across different agro-climatic zones in
the country to look at overall cost reduction, yields,
climate change, water-use, price realisation, will
further help understand the prospects better.”

#Tech4Ward@CEEW

Identifying critical
non-fuel minerals
to boost Make in
India

Department of Science & Technology,
Government of India

Critical Non-Fuel Mineral
Resources for India’s
Manufacturing Sector
A Vision for 2030
VAIBHAV GUPTA, TIRTHA BISWAS, AND KARTHIK GANESAN

CEEW has been studying resources strategic to
nation-building and security and recommends
mineral recycling, trade agreements and
innovation to confront its high import
dependency for critical minerals.
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Critical Non-Fuel Mineral
Resources for India’s
Manufacturing Sector: A
Vision for 2030

Report | July 2016

BALVINDER KUMAR,
(then) Secretary, Ministry
of Mines with CEEW’s
TIRTHA BISWAS, KARTHIK
GANESAN, ARUNABHA
GHOSH and former colleague
VAIBHAV GUPTA together
with senior officials from the
Department of Science and
Technology (GoI) launched
the first-of-its-kind assesment
of minerals critical to boost
manufacturing. July 2016.

India Cooling
Action Plan

PROF. ASHUTOSH SHARMA
(then) Secretary, Department of Science and Technology

CEEW is proud to be a coauthor on India’s seminal policy
on cooling, the India Cooling
Action Plan, authoring chapters
on building R&D platforms and
skilling and formalising ACservice techicians.

12 non-fuel
minerals
including cobalt, graphite,
lithium, and phosphate
identified as critical for
India’s manufacturing

CEEW analysis, 2016

Source: CEEW Annual Review 2015-16

#CEEWPRIDE

“The CEEW study on critical minerals will assist
policymakers and captains of industry to draw up
plans to secure India’s needs of identified critical
minerals in pursuit of sustainable industrial growth.”
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5 Preparing for the
Worst While Hoping
for the Best
#Derisking@CEEW

200 billion USD

~1.7 billion people

estimated cost of crops that
will be lost in India by 2050
due to global warming

in South Asia will be faced
with the risk of extreme water
shortage by 2050
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CEEW analysis, 2015

CEEW-University of Cambridge-Harvard
University Center for the EnvironmentTsinghua University analysis, 2015

Image: pixabay.com

#Derisking@CEEW

Forewarning
climate risks
at a global,
national and
city-level

Our research has focussed on
recommending global climate
risk assessments, making cities
climate-resilient, evaluating impact
of heat stress on human health, and
climate adaptation finance. We are
working on a detailed climate risk
assessment for India, building on the
idea of a climate risk atlas.

CEEW, Harvard University,
Tsinghua University, and
Cambridge University
released an independent,
multi-country assessment
of the risks of climate
change, at the Bombay
Stock Exchange, in
the presence of S.
RAMADORAI. July 2015.

CLIMATE CHANGE
A RISK ASSESSMENT
David King, Daniel Schrag, Zhou Dadi,
Qi Ye and Arunabha Ghosh
Project Manager: Simon Sharpe
Edited by James Hynard and Tom Rodger,
Centre for Science and Policy

NASA Earth Observatory image by
Jesse Allen and Robert Simmon,
using data from NASA/GSFC/METI/
ERSDAC/JAROS, and U.S./JapanASTER
Science Team.

Hosts of the project workshops

Sponsors

China National
Expert Committee
on Climate Change

Climate Change:
A Risk Assessment
Report | July 2015

“I congratulate CEEW for their efforts and
hope this report on climate risk will trigger a
public debate and help business investors,
national security personnel, and other
policymakers, begin a process of continuous
risk assessment.”
S. RAMADORAI
Source: CEEW annual review 2015-16
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#Derisking@CEEW

Applying risk assessment principles from finance and
national security to evaluate climate risks

Environment of
Peace

CEEW’s Arunabha Ghosh has
been appointed as one of the
six members to a high-level
panel of the Environment of
Peace initiative chaired by
Margot Wallström, who served
as Sweden's Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister for
Foreign Affairs until 2019.
The Environment of
Peace initiative will focus
international attention on
practical steps to address the
negative impact of today’s
environmental crises, so as to
improve tomorrow’s prospects
for peace and security.
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#CEEWPRIDE

CEEW moderated a conference
on ‘Risks of Climate Change to
Global Economic Development and
Security’, which included national
security policy makers, diplomats,
defence leaders, and academics,
from different countries, including
India, China, the European Union,
and the United States. March 2015.

The Costs of
Climate Change
Impacts for India
A Preliminary Analysis

Climate Change and
India Adaptation Gap
A Preliminary
Assessment

Working Paper | March 2015

Report | November 2015

Making Madhya
Pradesh’s Smart Cities
Climate Resilient
Report | February 2020

#Derisking@CEEW

Focus on water as our
weakest link and the cost
of inaction

Image: CEEW

Our studies on water governance have informed irrigation
reform for Bihar; Swachh Bharat; and India’s National Water
Mission. We have modelled the water-energy nexus and
evaluated gains from the circular economy of water and
participatory irrigation management in South Asia. We are
forecasting domestic water conflicts, modelling decisionmaking at the basin-level, and supporting multi-stakeholder
initiatives for urban water management.
We worked closely with the Government of Bihar to
restructure the minor water resources department—given 96
per cent of Bihar’s farmers were small and marginal farmers—
to achieve its irrigation intensity targets during the 12th and
13th Five Year Plan periods (2012-22).

Collective Action for
Water Security and
Sustainability
Preliminary
Investigations

The Perfect Storm
Pathways to Managing
India’s Water Sector
Sustainably
White Paper | June 2018

Report | August 2014

Almost a decade ago, the study was
undertaken on the request from the
erstwhile Planning Commission
for detailed roadmaps to reform
institutions for managing and
governing India’s water resources.
We submitted a 584-page report
on the National Water Resources
Framework as part of the 12th Five
Year Plan.

n CEEW was also tasked to prepare
roadmaps for reforms for the
12th, 13th and 14th Five Year
Plans. We received a letter of
appreciation from the Deputy
Chairman of the Planning
Commission referring to
the opening chapter as
“an excellent tabulation of
accumulated wisdom”.
n The study was ranked among
the world’s top policy studies
produced by a think tank by the
2013 Global Go To Think Tank
Index.

National Water Resources
Framework Study
Roadmaps for Reforms

#CEEWPRIDE

The National Water Resources Framework Study
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6 Creating a
Democratic Demand
for Clean Air

69/122 cities

city clean air plans have
no budgetary allocation
required to execute the
listed actions

that don’t meet the national
ambient air quality
standards do not have realtime air quality monitors

CEEW-UrbanEmissions
analysis, 2020
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90% of the 102

CEEW analysis, 2021

#Mission-80-80-80@CEEW

Image: iStock

#Mission-80-80-80@CEEW

Mission 80-80-80 in action

Image: TED India

CEEW has been pivotal in creating a
democratic demand for clean air by
envisioning ‘Mission 80-80-80’. The
mission aims to reduce air pollution
by 80 per cent in 80 cities by 2027,
when India will turn 80 as an
independent nation. The demand is
for a year-round focus on the quality
of lives and livelihoods of the 80 per
cent of Indians who are breathing
unhealthy air.

CEEW's ARUNABHA GHOSH at TED Talks India, where he outlined ‘Mission
80-80-80’ to put India on the path to cleaner, safer air. May 2019.

Farmers from Punjab, students,
homemakers, officials from the
Department of Agriculture, Punjab,
as well as lead officials from industry
associations, participating at CEEW’s
‘On Air’ dialogue on improving India’s
ambient air quality.

Images: CEEW

CEEW’s KARTHIK GANESAN,
moderating a session at ‘On Air’.
November 2019.
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#Mission-80-80-80@CEEW

CEEW’s L.S. KURINJI at the Ambient Air Quality Monitoring Station,
Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi, to ground-truth satellite readings on pollution
activity with on ground readings. 2019.

Co-Chair, Clean Air
Council, WEF

CEEW”s Arunabha Ghosh
has been invited to be CoChair of the Global Future
Council on Clean Air set
up in 2020 by the World
Economic Forum.

2.5 million
smog towers

CEEW analysis, 2020

like the one at Delhi’s
Lajpat Nagar needed to
curb city’s air pollution

See the film here https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=P1WKL8AJUw8
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#CEEWPRIDE

Can smog towers fix
Delhi's air? CEEW's
explainer film

CEEW’s TANUSHREE GANGULY at
the ‘On Air’ webinars conducted with
city-based civil society organisations
in Chandrapur, Pune and Lucknow, to
discuss city-wise findings and progress
on the deployment of their states’
Clean Air Plans. 2020.

7 Plotting
India’s
Low-Carbon Growth
Pathways

48%

4.5% per annum

estimated decline in energy
sector’s CO2 emissions
intensity between 2005
and 2030, driven by energy
efficiency

is the quantum of CO2 emission
cuts India needs post 2030, to be
consistent with the 2°C target

CEEW analysis, 2018

#Decarbonise@CEEW
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#Decarbonise@CEEW

CEEW has led the way in
plotting 222 low-carbon pathway
scenarios for India. Our research
has informed India’s MidCentury Strategy under the Paris
Agreement, including the potential
ratcheting up of India’s Nationally
Determined Contributions.

Image: iStock

CEEW's VAIBHAV CHATURVEDI
moderating a session at the
CEEW-AU conference, ‘Road
to the IPCC Sixth Assessment
Report: Fostering Deeper
Engagement with Industry,
Finance and Civil Society’.
January 2019.
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#Decarbonise@CEEW

“While there has been
international research on
the cost of the integration
of renewables in the power
generation mix, CEEW’s
study in the Indian scenario.”
Sustainable
Development,
Uncertainties, and
India’s Climate
Policy
Pathways towards
Nationally Determined
Contribution and
Mid-Century Strategy

AMIT KULSHRESHTHA
Additional General Manager, NTPC
Source: CEEW Annual Review 2017-18

Report | April 2018

VAIBHAV CHATURVEDI,
POONAM NAGAR KOTI, AND
ANJALI RAMAKRISHNAN CHORDIA

Sustainable
Development,
Uncertainties, and
India’s Climate Policy
Pathways towards
Nationally Determined
Contribution and MidCentury Strategy
Report | April 2018

Launch of the CEEW study, Sustainable Development, Uncertainties, and India’s
Climate Policy: Pathways Towards Nationally Determined Contribution and MidCentury Strategy. CEEW trustees, DR ANIL KAKODKAR, and MONTEK SINGH
AHLUWALIA, delivered key addresses. April 2018.

Recommending mitigation instruments to achieve India’s climate and
development goals
CEEW and EDF convened a working group comprising multi-sectoral experts to collaboratively develop a
framework for choosing appropriate GHG mitigation instruments in the Indian context.

Images: CEEW

Images: CEEW

research is the first credible
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#Decarbonise@CEEW

CEEW’s estimates of industrial
energy-use and emissions led to a
peer review of India’s official GHG
inventory and contribution to
the Biennial Update Reports, with
robust estimates for 635 million
tonnes of emissions from the
industrial sector – about 27 per
cent of national emissions. Subnational estimates are underway.

CEEW’s open access industrial-energy-emissions dashboard
Using our comprehensive database on industrial energy use and GHG emissions, we developed an online
dashboard tracking the energy consumption of more than 80 fuels reported across individual factories, and
related emissions across 200,000 formal Indian manufacturing units.

Explore the dashboard: https://www.ceew.in/data/industrial-energy-emissions-dashboard
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Creating
India’s largest
database on
industrial
GHG
emissions

#Decarbonise@CEEW

Pioneering
greenhydrogen-led
decarbonisation
Our pioneering studies on green
hydrogen in partnership with the
IEA have laid the foundation to drive
low-carbon industrialisation. In 2019,
we set out the opportunities in green
industrialisation, particularly heavy
industries such as iron and steel,
cement, fertilisers and petrochemicals
at the UN Secretary-General’s Climate
Action Summit. We are working
with Indian corporates to explore
technologies to lower their carbon
footprint. And from mid 2020, we have
been advising the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE) on hydrogen
and drafting portions of the National
Hydrogen Mission document.

40 USD PER
TONNE CO2

estimated carbon
tax required to make
green hydrogenbased steel
production costcompetitive with
conventional blast
furnace processes
by 2030

Image: Tirtha Biswas/CEEW

CEEW-IEA analysis 2019

Image: CEEW

#CEEWPRIDE

CEEW’s TIRTHA BISWAS, moderating
a discussion at the CEEW-IEA workshop,
‘Renewable Hydrogen for Industry and
Beyond’. November 2018.

CEEW’s Arunabha Ghosh is
the only Indian nominated by
the UN Secretary-General to
the prestigious United Nations
Committee for Development
Policy in 2019.
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8 Getting Many
Deals
#Climate@CEEW
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#Climate@CEEW

Empowering India’s
climate leadership for
2015 and after
The concept note for CEEW was written two months after
the failed climate summit in Copenhagen, December 2009.
Grasping the risks and opportunities of a changing
climate—natural, economic, financial, political and
diplomatic—since then has been the underlying driver of
CEEW’s work in climate negotiations for the annual
Conference of Parties (COP) and meetings for the Montreal
Protocol.
Our efforts can be traced back to years of building trust
between governments while contributing deep analytical
insights that helped shape the Paris Agreement and now
its transparency framework, the Kigali Amendment to the
Montreal Protocol, and the aviation emissions deal at the
International Civil Aviation Organization.

CEEW’s ARUNABHA GHOSH, former
colleague KANIKA CHAWLA and VAIBHAV
CHATURVEDI at the COP21 in Paris. NovemberDecember 2015.

CEEW hosted the first public session on India’s INDCs,
‘Negotiating the Climate Cliff: India’s Climate Policy
and Intended Nationally Determined Contributions’.
Minister PRAKASH JAVADEKAR, (then) Minister
of State (IC) for Environment, Forests and Climate
Change, delivered the keynote address at this
conference. February 2015.

Images: CEEW

CEEW together with the
WWF, hosted the (then)
President of Iceland,
ÓLAFUR RAGNAR
GRÍMSSON, at the lecture,
‘The AHA Moment: India
and our Ice-Covered World,’
which included discussions
on India’s role in the
governing of the Arctic.
2013.
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#Climate@CEEW

Convening international leaders in the run up to COP21

CEEW hosted MACIEJ H. GRABOWSKI, (then) Environment Minister, Republic of

CEEW hosted KEVIN RUDD,
President of the Asia Society Policy
Institute and former Prime Minister
of Australia, for a dialogue on ‘India’s
Energy, Environment and Climate
concerns’. March 2015.

Poland. February 2015.

Contributing to the Kigali Amendment to the
Montreal Protocol

Images: CEEW

Having pioneered business engagement and extensive analytics on
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), it was our privilege to support the successful
and historic conclusion of many years of negotiations to phase down HFCs,
leading to the Kigali Amendment. While for most developing countries, the
baseline for freezing HCF was set as 2024, India secured a later baseline of
2028. India demonstrated willingness to be a part of the multilateral deal
but secured a differentiated outcome in line with its development priorities.

CEEW’s SHIKHA BHASIN at the
CEEW-NEA roundtable, ‘Regulating
HFCs in India: Challenges and Ways
Forward’. October 2018.
MANOJ KUMAR SINGH from the Ministry of Environment and Forest Change
at the CEEW high-level roundtable, ‘Phasing Down HFCs in the Context of India’s
Proposed Amendment to Montreal Protocol.’ March 2016.
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A Capacity Building Assessment Matrix for Enhanced Transparency in Climate Reporting

May 2017 | New Delhi, India

1

CEEW Issue Brief

A Capacity Building
Assessment Matrix for
Enhanced Transparency in
Climate Reporting

Council on Energy,
Environment and Water

Enhanced
Transparency
Framework in the
Paris Agreement

Perspective of Parties

Summary | September 2019

SUMIT PRASAD, KARTHIK GANESAN AND
VAIBHAV GUPTA

Sumit Prasad and Vaibhav Gupta

ceew.in/publications
Thapar House
124, Janpath
New Delhi 110001
India
Tel: +91 11 40733300
info@ceew.in

A Capacity Building
Assessment Matrix for
Enhanced Transparency
in Climate Reporting

Enhanced Transparency
Framework in the Paris
Agreement
Perspective of Parties

Issue Brief | September
2019

Issue Brief | May 2017

Safeguarding Indian interests in
regulating international aviation
emissions
In 2016, CEEW published India-specific analysis on
how the International Civil Aviation Organisation’s
(ICAO) global market-based measures (GMBM) to
offset international civil aviation emissions would
impact India’s civil aviation policy targets. This led to
India’s demand for autonomy to set the criteria on the
eligibility of emissions units as well as for a greater
balance between offsets and other approaches, at the
negotiations.

CEEW’s Capacity Building
Assessment Matrix (CBAM) has
been recognised by the UNFCCC
as a useful tool that provides
a clearer sense of a country’s
needs to enhance its climate
transparency. CEEW along with
UNFCCC and UNEP-DTU, is
conceptualising the second-phase
of CBAM to strengthen the tool
and pilot it on other countries.

August 2016 | New Delhi, India

CEEW Policy Brief

Can India's
Developmental
Flight Take Oﬀ?
What the ICAO Global
Market Based Scheme
means for India
MANU AGGARWAL, KARTHIK GANESAN,
KANIKA CHAWLA, AND SHIKHA BHASIN

Can India’s Developmental
Flight Take Off?
What the ICAO Global Market
Based Scheme Means for India
Policy Brief | August 2016

Image: iStock

An initiative supported by

UNFCCC recognition

#CEEWPRIDE

Informing UNFCCC’s Transparency
Framework
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9 Partnerships
at Our Core
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#Gratitude@CEEW

As we celebrate CEEW’s 10th anniversary, we thank all our partners, across governments,
industry, national and international organisations, academia, civil society and media, who
have formed the core of our work and success.
There is a story worth telling and people worth acknowledging linked to each of the names we
list with pride here. Thank you for being a friend of CEEW and in helping us get to where we
are @10.

2030 Water Resources Group (WRG)
Adaptation Watch Group
Administrative Staff College of India
(ASCI)
Ahmedabad University (AU)
Alliance for an Energy Efficient
Economy (AEEE)
American University, USA
Ananta Aspen Centre
Asar

British High Commission, New Delhi Centre for International Governance
Innovation (CIGI), Canada
Brookings Institution / Centre for
Social and Economic Progress
Centre for Policy Research (CPR)
(CESP)
Centre for Study of Science,
Brown University
Technology and Policy (CSTEP)
BSES Rajdhani Power Limited
(BRPL)

Ceylon Electricity Board

Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE)

Children’s Investment Fund
Foundation (CIFF)*

Chhattisgarh Renewable Energy
BSES Yamuna Power Limited (BYPL) Development Agency (CREDA)

Cairn Energy

Citizen Consumer and Civic Action
Group (CAG)*

Asian Development Bank (ADB)

Cambridge Centre for Environment,
Energy and Natural Resource
Governance (C-EENRG)

Asian Development Bank Institute
(ADBI)

Cambridge University Centre for the Clean Energy Access Network
Study of Existential Risk
(CLEAN)

Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank (AIIB)

CAN Corporation, USA

Climate Advisers

Caribbean Community Climate
Change Centre (CCCCC)

Climate and Development
Knowledge Network (CDKN)

Caspian

Climate Bonds initiative (CBI)

Catholic Agency For Overseas
Development (CAFOD)

Climate Policy Institute (CPI)

Asia Society Policy Institute

Association of Renewable Energy
Agencies of States (AREAS)
Atlantic Council
Australian Centre for International
Agricultural Research (ACIAR)
Basque Centre for Climate Change
(BC3), Spain
Bihar Agriculture Management
& Extension Training Institute
(BAMETI)

Central Electricity Authority (CEA)
Centre for American Progress
Centre for Battery Engineering and
Electric Vehicles (CBEEV)
Centre for Environment and Energy
Development (CEED)

Bihar State Power Holding Company
Ltd (BSPHCL)
Centre for Environmental Planning
and Technology (CEPT) University
Bloom Energy Corporation
Centre for European Policy Studies,
Borlaug Institute for South Asia
Belgium
(BISA)

City of Cape Town

Climate Technology Centre &
Network (CTCN)
Collation for Disaster Resilient
Infrastructure (CDRI)
Collaborative Labeling and
Appliance Standards Program
(CLASP)
Columbia University
Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO)
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Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)

Farms and Farmers (FnF)

Indian Institute of Science (IISc)

Council of Philanthropies for Climate
Action*

Foreign, Commonwealth &
Development Office (FCDO), UK

Indian Institute of Technology
Bombay (IIT Bombay)

Delegation of the European Union in
India

Forum for Climate Engineering
Assessment

Indian Institute of Technology
Gandhinagar (IIT Gn)

Department of Development of North
Eastern Region (DoNER), Government
of India (GoI)

Forum for the Future

Indian Institute of Technology
Madras (IIT Madras)

Department of Science and
Technology (DST), GoI
Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit
GmbH (GIZ) European Union

French Alternative Energies and
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)
German Development Institute (DIE)
German Society for International
Cooperation (GIZ)*
Godrej Prima

Doen Foundation

Good Energies Foundation*

Doha Forum

Greenhouse Gas Management
Institute (GHGMI)

Embassy of India, Jakarta, Indonesia
Edelgive Foundation*
e-DRV
Electronics Sector Skill Council of
India (ESSCI)
Embassy of France in India
Embassy of the United States in India
Energy Policy Institute at the
University of Chicago (EPIC) – India
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF),
USA

Harvard University Center for the
Environment
High Commission of India, Colombo
High Commission of the Republic of
Fiji, New Delhi
Hindustan Unilever Foundation
ICLEI South Asia
IFFCO Foundation
IKEA Foundation*
India Climate Collaborative (ICC)

Environmental Design Solutions (EDS) India Climate Dialogue
Global
India Energy Storage Alliance (IESA)
EU-India Clean Energy and Climate
Indian Council for Research on
Partnership (CECP-EU)
International Economic Relations
European Business and Technology
(ICRIER)
Centre (EBTC)
Indian Council of Medical Research
European Roundtable on Climate
(ICMR)*
Change and Sustainable Transition
Indian Institute of Management
(ERCST)
Ahmedabad (IIMA)
European Union (EU) Commission,
Indian Institute of Management,
Delhi
Sambalpur
ExxonMobil Research and
Indian Institute of Public Health Engineering Company*
Gandhinagar (IIPHG)
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Indian Lead Zinc Development
Association (ILZDA)
Indian Renewable Energy
Development Agency Limited
(IREDA)
Indian Renewable Energy Federation
(IREF)
Indian Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning
Engineers (ISHRAE)
Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO)-National Remote Sensing
Centre
Inspire Network for Environment
(UNDP/INSPIRE/MoEFCC)
Initiative for Sustainable Energy
Policy (ISEP)
Institute for Advanced Sustainability
Studies, (IASS) Germany
Institute for Defence Studies and
Analyses (IDSA)
Institute for Energy Economics and
Financial Analysis (IEEFA)
Institute for Global Environmental
Strategies (IGES)
Institute for Governance and
Sustainable Development (IGSD)
Institute for Science, Innovation and
Society (INSIS), Oxford
Institute for Social and Economic
Research and Policy (ISERP),
Columbia University
Institute for Sustainable
Communities

#Gratitude@CEEW

Integrated Action and Research for
Development (IRADe)

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT)

Norwegian Environment Agency
(NEA)

International Centre for Climate
Change and Development (ICCCD)

Ministry of Civil Aviation,
Government of India, GoI

Norwegian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

International Centre for Trade and
Sustainable Development (ICTSD),
Switzerland

Ministry of Energy and Mineral
NTPC School of Business
Resources, Government of Indonesia
Oak Foundation*
Ministry of Environment, Forest and
Observer Research Foundation
Climate Change (MoEFCC), GoI
(ORF)
Ministry of External Affairs (MEA),
Ola Mobility Institute
GoI
Overseas Development Institute
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
(ODI)
International Development, France
Oxfam International
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare (MoHFW), GoI
Ozone Cell, MoEFCC, GoI

International Energy Agency (IEA)
International Finance Corporation
(IFC)
International Growth Centre (IGC)
International Institute for
Sustainable Development (IISD),
Switzerland*
International Institute of Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA), Austria
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center (CIMMYT)
International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA)
International Solar Alliance (ISA)
Jagriti Sewa Sansthan
Joint Global Change Research
Institute, USA
Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL)
LBJ School at the University of
Texas

Ministry of Mines, GoI
Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy (MNRE), GoI
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
Gas (MoPNG), GoI
Ministry of Power (MoP), GoI
Ministry of Railways (MoR), GoI
Ministry of Water Resources,
River Development and Ganga
Rejuvenation, GoI
MIT Energy Initiative (MITEI)
Mott Macdonald, UK
National Centre for Disease Control
(NCDC)

Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy, National University of
Singapore

National Institute of Public Finance
and Policy (NIPFP)

Lighthaus BV*

National Solar Energy Federation of
India (NSEFI)

Maanveeya Development & Finance
Private Limited
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation*
Madhya Pradesh’s Environmental
Planning and Coordination
organisation
Madhyanchal Vidyut Vitaran Nigam
Ltd. (MVVNL)

Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC)*
Neer Foundation
New York University School of Law
NITI Aayog, GoI
Norwegian Embassy, Delhi

Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL), USA
Paris Committee on Capacity
Building (PCCB)
Pierre Mendes-France University,
France
Planning Commission, GoI
PowerForAll, USA
Prayas (Energy Group)
Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PWC)
Princeton University
Professional Development
Associates
Public Health Foundation of India
(PHFI)
Public Utilities Commission of Sri
Lanka
Pure Earth (formerly known as the
Blacksmith Institute)
PV Diagnostics
RAL Consumer Products Ltd.
REConnect Energy
RedSeer Centre for Research
Excellence (RedCore)
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Refrigeration and Air-conditioning
Manufacturers Association (RAMA)

Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC)

Refrigeration and Air-conditioning
Servicing Sector Society (RASSS)

TalentNomics

Reliance Industries Limited
Renewable Energy Policy Network
for the 21st Century (REN21)
Reuters
Ricardo AEA, UK
Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI)
Royal Norwegian Embassy, New
Delhi

Tata Steel

The Climate Group (TCG)
The Currency Exchange Fund (TCX)

Rythu Sadhikara Samstha (RySS)

The Energy and Resources Institute
(TERI)*

SELCO Foundation
Shakti Sustainable Energy
Foundation*
Shell Foundation*
Shell International
SINTEF, Norway
Skill Council for Green Jobs (SCCJ)
Skolkovo Foundation, Russia
Skoll Global Threats Fund
Society of Manufacturers of Electric
Vehicles (SMEV)
Solar Energy Corporation of India
(SECI)
Solar Radiation Management
Governance Initiative (SRMGI)
Stimson Centre
Stockholm Environment Institute
(SEI)
Sustainable Energy For All
(SEforALL)
Sustainable India Finance Facility
(SIFF)

* Donors as of 31 December 2020

United Nations India
United Nations Office for Disaster
Risk Reduction, Bangkok

Technology Information, Forecasting
United States Agency for
and Assessment Council (TIFAC),
International Development (USAID)
GoI
University of East Anglia, UK
Terrawatt Initiative, France
University of Grenoble, France
The Ashden India Renewable Energy
Collective (AIREC)
University of Mumbai

Royal Society, UK

SED Fund*
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Tata Power Delhi Distribution Ltd

United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC)

The Global Solutions Initiative (GSI)
The Nand and Jeet Khemka
Foundation
The Nature Conservancy
The Regents of the University of
California (LBNL)*

University of Oxford (Green
Ammonia Technology Research
Group - OXGATE)
University of South Australia
(UniSA)
University of Texas
Upaya Social Ventures
Urban Emissions
US Department of State - Bureau of
Energy Resources

Tsinghua University, China

Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation
Limited (UPPCL)

Tyndall Centre on Climate Change,
UK

Vasudha Foundation

United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF)
United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)
United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)
United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP)
UNEP-Danish Technicall University
Partnership (UNEP-DTU)
United Nations Foundation
United Nations Foundation: Global
Alliance for Clean Cookstoves

Veolia Water India
Vijayavahini Charitable Foundation
(supported by TATA TRUSTS)
Vijnana Bharati
Villgro Innovations Foundation
Waatavaran
The William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation*
World Bank
World Economic Forum
World Resources Institute (WRI)
India*

10 Where Emerging
Economies Discuss
the Global Energy
Transition

Image: Emotivelens
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Our annual flagship conference, ‘Energy Horizons’,
was held on 17-18 July in partnership with MNRE,
IEA, IRENA, REN21, ISA, Shakti Sustainable
Energy Foundation, and UN Environment. The
conference is India’s premier platform for thought
and action leadership on the energy transition in
emerging economies. It comprised several high-level
discussions, masterclasses, and solution factory
sessions covering a range of issues, including power
systems of the future, financing and business model
innovations, and next-generation technologies.
�

Solution Factory

�

Masterclass

�

Townhall

�

CEO’s Debate

�

Hi-level Plenaries

“I was very impressed. Indeed, deeply so,
with Energy Horizons. I hope to help all of
you to make it stronger.”
TARUN DAS
Founding Trustee, CEEW
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We had 60+ handpicked speakers,
550+ participants,
and nearly 200
media mentions over
the two days.

Images: Emotivelens
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Informing Public
Opinion
Opinion editorials by CEEW researchers
Energy Review
Can we settle the
unsettled state
of Indian climate
resilience?
ABINASH MOHANTY &
HEMANT MALLYA
July 2020

HEMANT MALLYA
& TIRTHA BISWAS
September 2020

Air pollution is
solvable
L. S. KURINJI
February 2020

India’s challenge of
scaling Europe’s carbon
wall

Mission 80-80-80: A
five-step roadmap for
cutting pollution

Environment Day:
create a new social
contract

KARTHIK GANESAN
August 2020

ARUNABHA GHOSH
December 2019

ARUNABHA GHOSH
June 2020

Needed: Global Risk
Pooling Reserves Fund

Natural farming for
fiscal prudence?

ARUNABHA GHOSH
May 2020

ARUNABHA GHOSH &
NITI GUPTA
January 2020

How to achieve
self-reliance in solar
manufacturing

Taxing or trading our
environmental sins?

Addressing the power
sector’s Achilles heel

ARUNABHA GHOSH &
VAIBHAV CHATURVEDI
October 2019

KARTHIK GANESAN &
PRATEEK AGGARWAL
September 2020

How national
renewable energy
database will help
policymakers and
developers

Rethinking India’s
energy subsidies
needed during
uncertain times

Smart Metres can
make your electricity
bills safe. New
survey in UP shows

KARTHIK GANESAN
April 2020

SHALU AGGARWAL,
SUNIL MANI
April 2020

GAGAN SIDHU
January 2020
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Building a hydrogenready natural gas
infrastructure

RISHABH JAIN
September 2020

Energy efficiency:
the road to MSME
recovery
HEMANT MALLYA,
ARUNABHA GHOSH
June 2020

Since January
2019, Arunabha
Ghosh has been
writing a monthly
column, ‘Over
the Horizon’,
for Hindustan
Times, one of
India’s leading
mainstream
dailies.

#InNews
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#InNews
TANUSHREE GANGULY
India Today TV
Smog Towers in Delhi

KARTHIK GANESAN
NDTV
Stubble Burning Not Only
Reason For Delhi’s Air
Pollution, Says Data

ABINASH MOHANTY
Rajya Sabha TV
The Big Picture:
Climate Change & India

NITI GUPTA
India Today TV
Sustainable Farming
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Women in
Sustainability
#GenderPositive@CEEW

CEEW’s Women in Sustainability
(WiS) is a network of individuals
and institutions who want to
promote greater participation,
inclusiveness, and visibility
of women at all levels of the
sustainability public policy
workforce. It was launched on
World Environment Day, in 2017
in collaboration with the United
Nations.

“There is abundant research and practical evidence that women can assist in building stronger,
more resilient and environmentally-friendly communities that are better able to resist climatic
impacts and seize opportunities for a transition to a greener, cleaner world. I welcome CEEW’s
Women in Sustainability initiative and look forward to it flourishing in the years to come.”
PATRICIA ESPINOSA
Executive Secretary, UNFCCC
Source: CEEW Annual Review 2016-17

Images: CEEW

From talks to readings, to
conversations with inspirational
women role models, CEEW’s WiS
has covered topics as diverse
as plastic pollution to paternity
leave to barriers in women’s
career growth to generating a
climate and eco-system within
organisations that enable
women to prepare and aspire for
leadership positions.

A WiS networking session with other professionals.

De-stigmatising
menstruation:
building
workplace
sensitivities
SONAL JAIN, Co-Founder of
Boondh, giving a talk on menstrual
literacy, workplace sensitivities and
sustainable menstrual products.
February 2020.
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Rethinking
inclusion in the
times of COVID-19
WiS convened a virtual discussion
during the lockdown to identify
existing inequities in the way
women were disproportionately
affected by the pandemic. Experts
also brainstormed on social,
economic and policy measures that
could ensure everyone receives
equitable recovery opportunities.

Gender KPIs @
CEEW

L to r (top to bottom): former colleague SASMITA PATNAIK; G.V.
KRISHNAGOPAL, ALC India; SMITA MOHANTY, PRADAN;
SANGEETA AGASTY, Foundation for MSME Clusters; and TANYA
KOTHARI, Shell Foundation at the webinar. May 2020.

CEEW formulated nine key
performance indicators (KPIs) to
track and promote gender inclusion
within the institution in 2018. A
look at our performance in Year 2 as
presented to our governing board.

Year 1
As of Aug 2019

Year 2
As of Jul/Aug 2020

50:50 | 46:54*

34% | 44%

1/8 | 4/11**

The proportion of women to
men in the organisation

Total salary disbursed to
women

Women team leads across
leadership roles

0/7 | 1/8#

31% | 29%

30% | 32%**

Women on the CEEW
governing board

Women as lead authors in
research publications

Women speakers at CEEW
panel discussions

12% | 45%**

8% | 23%**

18% | 50%**

Women in CEEW
programmatic advisory
groups

Number of times women
researchers quoted in the
press

Women as first authors in
opinion editorials published

10% | 20%*
Source: CEEW analysis
* As of 20 August 2020
** As of 31 July 2020
# Our new board member formally joined in October 2020
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Women as second authors
in opinion editorials
published

Publications
1 September 2019 to 31 August 2020
REPORTS/BOOKS
1.

Prasad, Sumit, and Vaibhav
7.
Gupta. 2019. A Capacity Building
Assessment Matrix for Enhanced
Transparency in Climate
Reporting: An India Assessment.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.

2. Jha, Shaily, Sasmita Patnaik,
and Abhishek Jain. 2019.
Financing Solar-powered
Livelihoods in India: Evidence
from Micro Enterprises. New
Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
3.

IASS, TERI, CEEW, and SCGJ.
2019. Future Skills and Job
Creation with Renewable Energy
in India. Assessing the Cobenefits of Decarbonising the
Power Sector. Potsdam: IASS,
New Delhi: TERI.

4. Soman, Abhinav, Harsimran
Kaur, and Karthik Ganesan.
2019. How Urban India Moves:
Sustainable Mobility and Citizen
Preferences. New Delhi: Council
on Energy, Environment and
Water.
5.

Jha, Shaily, Sasmita Patnaik
and Abhishek Jain. 2019.
Financing Solar-powered
Livelihoods in India: Evidence
from Micro Enterprises. New
Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.

6. Patnaik, Sasmita, Saurabh
Tripathi, and Abhishek Jain.
2019. Roadmap for Access to
Clean Cooking Energy in India.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.

Soman, Abhinav, Karthik
Ganesan, and Harsimran Kaur.
2019. India’s Electric Vehicle
Transition: Impact on Auto
Industry and Building the EV
Ecosystem. New Delhi: Council
on Energy, Environment and
Water.

8. Gupta, Niti, Saurabh Tripathi,
and Hem Himanshu Dholakia.
2020. Can Zero Budget Natural
Farming Save Input Costs and
Fertiliser Subsidies? Evidence
from Andhra Pradesh. New
Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
9. Goodess, Clare, Colin
Harpham, Nikki Kent, Ramesh
Urlam, Sushma Chaudhary and
Hem H. Dholakia. 2020. Making
Madhya Pradesh’s Smart Cities
Climate Resilient. New Delhi:
Council on Energy, Environment
and Water.
10. Agrawal, Shalu, Sunil Mani,
Karthik Ganesan, and
Abhishek Jain. 2020. What
Smart Meters Can Tell Us?
Insights on Electricity Supply
and Use in Mathura and Bareilly
Households. New Delhi: Council
on Energy, Environment and
Water.
11. Council on Energy,
Environment and Water. 2020.
Energy Safety Nets: India Case
Study. Vienna: Sustainable
Energy for All.
12. Garg, Vibhuti,
Balasubramanian
Viswanathan, Danwant
Narayanaswamy, Christopher

Beaton, Karthik Ganesan,
Shruti Sharma and Richard
Bridle. 2020. Mapping India’s
Energy Subsidies 2020:
Fossil Fuels, Renewables,
Electric Vehicles. Winnipeg:
International Institute for
Sustainable Development.
13. Ganguly, Tanushree, L.
S. Kurinji, and Sarath
Guttikunda. 2020. How Robust
are Urban India’s Clean Air
Plans? An Assessment of 102
Cities. New Delhi: Council on
Energy, Environment and Water.
14. Aggarwal, Prateek, Karthik
Ganesan, and Danwant
Narayanaswamy. 2020.
Cost-effectiveness of Discom
Operations in Uttar Pradesh:
Impact of UDAY, Power Purchase
Planning and Dispatch. New
Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
15. Ghosh, Arunabha, Shuva Raha,
et al. 2020. Jobs, Growth and
Sustainability: A New Social
Contract for India’s Recovery.
CEEW and NIPFP Report.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
16. Dutt, Arjun. 2020. Accelerating
Renewable Energy Investments
in Sri Lanka: Drivers, Risks,
and Opportunities. New Delhi:
Council on Energy, Environment
and Water.
17. Singh, Vaibhav, Arjun Dutt,
and Gagan Sidhu. 2020.
RE-Financing India’s Energy
Transition: Limited Period
Subsidised Credit Enhancement
for Domestic RE Bond Issuances.
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New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
18. Jain, Rishabh, Arjun Dutt and
Kanika Chawla, 2020. Scaling
Up Solar Manufacturing to
Enhance India’s Energy Security.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.

JOURNAL PAPERS/
BOOK CHAPTERS/
OTHER PAPERS
1.

Ghosh, Arunabha. 2019.
“Making Sense on Its Own
terms: India in the HFC and
Aviation Negotiations.” In
India in a Warming World:
Integrating Climate Change and
Development, edited by Navroz
K. Dubash, 230-49. New Delhi:
Oxford University Press.

India’s Long-term Electricity
Generation and Associated
Water Demands.” Energy
192. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
energy.2019.116708
5.

Sharma, Anjali and Agrawal,
Shalu and Urpelainen,
Johannes. 2020.” The Adoption
and Use of Solar Mini-Grids
in Grid-Electrified Indian
Villages.” Energy for Sustainable
Development. Available at
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/
abstract=3531200

edited by Santosh Mehrotra.
Gurgaon: Penguin Random
House.
11. Patnaik, Sasmita, Shaily Jha.
2020. “Caste, class and gender in
determining access to energy: A
critical review of LPG adoption
in India.” Energy Research &
Social Science (67). https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.erss.2020.101530.

12. Dholakia, Hem H., Ishita Jalan,
and Amit Garg. 2020. “Extreme
Events and Health in Mumbai,
India”. In Extreme Weather
6. Chawla, Kanika, Manu
Events and Human Health
Aggarwal, and Arjun Dutt.
edited by Rais Akhtar,355-367.
2020. Analyzing the Falling Solar
Springer, Cham. 2020.
and Wind Tariffs: Evidence from 13. Yalew, Seleshi G., Michelle
India. ADBI Working Paper 1078.
T. H. van Vliet, et al. 2020.
Tokyo: Asian Development Bank
“Impacts of Climate Change on
Institute.
Energy Systems in Global and

7. Bindra, Prerna Singh, Chirag
Regional Scenarios.” Nature
Gajjar, Arunabha Ghosh,
Energy. https://doi.org/10.1038/
2. Purohit, Pallav, Markus
Manoj Kumar, Crispino
s41560-020-0664-z
Amann, Gregor Kiesewetter,
Lobo,
et
al.
2020.
“The
PostPeter Rafaj, Vaibhav
14. Morrow, David R., Michael
COVID India: Making science
Chaturvedi, Hem H.
S. Thompson, et al. 2020.
and technology socially and
Dholakia, Poonam Nagar
“Principles for Thinking about
environmentally relevant”.
Koti, Zbigniew Klimont, Jens
Carbon Dioxide Removal in
Ecology, Economy and Society,
Borken-Kleefeld, Adriana
Just Climate Policy,” One Earth
3(2): 5-11
Gomez-Sanabria, Wolfgang
3, pp. 150-153. https://doi.
Schöpp, Robert Sander. 2019.
8. Thomas, Robert, Daniel,
org/10.1016/j.oneear.2020.07.015
“Mitigation pathways towards
Shalu Agrawal, S.P., Harish,
national ambient air quality
Aseem Mahajan, and
standards in India.” Environment
Johannes Urpelainen. 2020.
POLICY / ISSUE BRIEFS
International, Vol 133, Part A,
“Understanding Segmentation
1. Chawla, Kanika, and Arunabha
105147. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
in Rural Electricity Markets:
Ghosh. 2019. Greening New
envint.2019.105147
Evidence from India,” Energy
Pastures for Green Investments.
Economics. Available at SSRN:
3. Chawla, Kanika, Manu
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/
Aggarwal, and Arjun Dutt.
Environment and Water.
papers.cfm?abstract_id=3531197.
2019. “Analysing the Falling
2. Biswas, Tirtha, Karthik
Solar and Wind tariffs:
9. Mani, Sunil, Abhishek Jain,
Ganesan, and Arunabha
Evidence from India”. Journal
Saurabh Tripathi, and Carlos
Ghosh. 2019. Sustainable
of Sustainable Finance &
F Gould. 2020. “The Drivers
Manufacturing for India’s
Investment, DOI:10.1080/204307
of Sustained Use of Liquified
Low-carbon Transition:Four
95.2019.1706313.
Petroleum Gas in India.” Nature
bets for Hard-to-abate Sectors.
Energy. https://doi.org/10.1038/
4. Chaturvedi, Vaibhav,
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
s41560-020-0596-7
Poonam Nagar Koti, Rudresh
Environment and Water.
Sugam, Kangkanika Neog,
10. Kuldeep, Neeraj, and Arunabha
3. Tripathi, Saurabh, and
and Mohamad Hejazi. 2019.
Ghosh. 2020. ”Building the
Abhishek Jain. 2019. State of
“Cooperation or Rivalry?
Workforce for India’s Emerging
Decentralised Cooking Energy
Impact of Alternative
Clean Energy Sector,” in Reviving
Solutions in India: Insights from
Development Pathways on
Jobs: An Agenda for Growth,
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Longitudinal Household Data
on Energy, Environment and
(ACCESS 2015-2018). New Delhi:
Water.
Council on Energy, Environment 12. Bhasin, Shikha, Apurupa
and Water.
Gorthi, and Vaibhav
4. CEEW-CEF. 2019. Demystifying
Chaturvedi. 2020. A Universal
India’s rooftop solar policies: A
Certification System for
state-level analysis. New Delhi:
India’s Refrigeration and AirCouncil on Energy, Environment
conditioning Servicing Sector.
and Water.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
5. Patnaik, Sasmita, and Sunil
Mani. 2019. “Realising the
13. Gorthi, Apurupa, Shikha
Ujjwala dream.” In Ujjwala 2.0:
Bhasin, and Vaibhav
From Access to Sustained Usage.
Chaturvedi. 2020. Safety,
Harish S, Smith K.R (eds.). New
Upskilling, and Good Servicing
Delhi: Collaborative Clean Air
Practices for Cooling:
Policy Centre.
Standardising Training
for Refrigeration and Air6. WGMI. 2019. Mitigation
conditioning Technicians. New
Instruments for Achieving India’s
Delhi: Council on Energy,
Climate and Development Goals:
Environment and Water.
A White Paper by the Working

7.

Group on Mitigation Instruments. 14. Ghosh, Arunabha. 2020.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
“Multilateralism for Chronic
Environment and Water and
Risks.” In UN75 Global
Environmental Defense Fund.
Governance Innovation
Perspectives. Washington,
Kurinji, L.S., and Tanushree
D.C.: Stimson Center, Doha
Ganguly. 2020. Managing India’s
Forum, and Council on Energy,
Air Quality Through an Eye in
Environment and Water.
the Sky. New Delhi: Council on
Energy, Environment and Water.

8. Biswas, Tirtha, and Karthik
Ganesan. 2019. Petcoke Use in
India’s Iron and Steel Industry:
Recommendations to EPCA.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
9. Natural Resources Defense
Council, and Council on
Energy, Environment and
Water. 2020. Growing Clean
Energy Markets in India with
Green Windows. New Delhi:
NRDC.
10. CEEW-CEF. 2020. Payment
Delays - The Weakest Link in
India’s Energy Transition Q1.
New Delhi: Council on Energy,
Environment and Water.
11. Dutt, Arjun and Kanika
Chawla. 2020. Cheaper Finance
is Key to Lowering RE Tariffs in
Indonesia. New Delhi: Council

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
1.

2.

Access to cheap finance key to
attainment of record-low tariffs.
November 2019.

3.

Quantifying the unquantified
costs of uncertainty propping up
RE tariffs. November 2019.

4. What ails discoms? A case study
of Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat.
December 2019.
5.

Renewable energy in India
- Headlines Vs Investors.
December 2019.

6.

How national renewable energy
database will help policymakers
and developers. January 2020.

7.

Streamlining forecasting,
scheduling and DSM regulations
for wind in India. January 2020.

8.

Payment delays – the weakest
link in India’s energy transition?
January 2020.

9.

CEEW-CEF’s wish list for union
budget 2020-21. January 2020.

10. Deja vu 2018 – new duties and
increased uncertainty. February
2020.
11. Plummeting global solar tariffs:
drivers and lessons for India.
February 2020.

Council on Energy,
12. Financing Energy Storage.
Environment and Water.
March 2020.
2019. A Capacity Building
13. Streamlining open access – an
Assessment Matrix for Enhanced
alternative to scaling renewables
Transparency in Climate
in India? March 2020.
Reporting An India Assessment.
14. Financing the energy transition
Fact sheet for the capacity
in a post-Covid-19 India. April
building for climate negotiations
2020.
programme. September.

15. Solar PV manufacturing:
2. Gorthi, Apurupa, Shikha
reassessing priorities in the
Bhasin, and Vaibhav
post-COVID-19 Era. May 2020.
Chaturvedi. 2019. “Certification,
livelihood enhancement
16. Guaranteeing India’s renewable
and social security for
energy ambitions. June 2020.
air-conditioning service
17. Low-cost policy pathways for
Technicians.” In NewTrac,
electric vehicle deployment. July
Special issue (September): 7-9.
2020.

CEEW-CEF ANALYSIS
1.

Net-metering the rooftop solar
revolution. November 2019.

18. Renewable energy as catalyst for
capital markets’ atmanirbharta.
August 2020.
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Our Governing Board

JA M S H Y D N.
GODREJ
Chairperson

TA R U N DA S
Founding Trustee

DR ANIL
K A KO D K A R

Former Chief Mentor,
Confederation of Indian
Industry

Trustee

M O N T E K S.
A H L U WA L I A

D R NAU S H A D
FORBES

Trustee

Trustee

Former Deputy
Chairman,
Planning Commission,
Government of India

Co-Chairman,
Forbes Marshall

AMBASSADOR
N E NG C H A
LHOUVUM
M U K H O PA D H AYA

Chairman of the Board
of Godrej & Boyce
Manufacturing
Company Pvt. Ltd

Former Chairman,
Atomic Energy
Commission; and
former Secretary to
the Government of
India, Department of
Atomic Energy

Trustee
Former Ambassador
and IFS officer

S. R A M A D O R A I
Trustee
Chairman, Tata
Technologies Ltd;
Director, Piramal
Enterprises Ltd

D R JA N M E JAYA
SINHA
Trustee
Chairman, Boston
Consulting Group’s
(BCG) India Practice

We acknowledge with many thanks the valuable contributions of GAUTAM THAPAR who served as CEEW’s Trustee
from 2010-2020.
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Funding
CEEW is an independent, nonpartisan, not-for-profit policy
research institution, dedicated
to research that affects the use,
reuse, and misuse of resources.
We maintain our independence
through a diversity of funding
sources such as donations
and grants from private and
philanthropic foundations,
multilateral organisations,
corporations, and public
institutions.
Committed to being a resource
for policymakers, academics,
industry stakeholders, journalists,
students, and the wider public, we
make all our research and analysis
freely available to the public. We
also do not undertake private
consultancies.

At The Council, we separate clients
from funding institutions. Funders do
not have the right to final review any
of our publications prior to release.
All our monitoring and evaluation
systems are designed to prevent
conflicts of interest.
CEEW is a registered Trust under
The Registration Act, 1908 and
governed with The Indian Trust Act
1882. CEEW is also registered under
section 12A of the Income Tax Act,
1961 and has approval under section
80G of the Income TaxAct, 1961.

Foundations

80.14%

Government

2.82%
International Organisations

3.82%

Revenue sources
2019-20

NGO / Other Institutions

5.56%

Interest and Other Income

5.17%

Corporations

2.48%
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#ManyThanks
CEEW acknowledges the following people for
contributing to our research, outreach and
operations from September 2019 to February 2021.

A. R. Vishnuvardhan, Aarushi Dave, Abhinav Kumar, Aditi
Chaudhary, Aishwarya Kulkarni, Aishwarya Sharma, Alan
Dominic, Almas Naseem, Amalta Gupta, Ananya Malik,
Ankita Nayak, Ankitha Shanbhogue, Ankur Rangi, Anshi
Bhalla, Anvi Lohia, Apurupa Gorthi, Arpan Thacker, Ashish
Guhan Baskar, Chayan Vohra, Chetna Hareesh Kumar, Dhruv
Warrior, Divraj Singh, Ellie O’Shaughnessy, Garvit Sahdev,
Gayathri Hari, Harshini V., Hem Himanshu Dholakia, Indranuj
Pathak, Ishita Jalan, Jai Shekhar, Jatin Garg, Jhanvi Khosla,
Julie Dey Nayek, Jyoti Chidambaram Ayyar, Kangkanika
Neog, Kanika Chawla, Karan Kochhar, Karan Takhar, Kshitij
Singh, Leepika Muthu, Lipi Gandhi, Medha Singh, Navishka
Deepak Pandit, Niharika Labhsetwar, Niharika Satish,
Nishtha Vishwakarma, Nitin Maurya, P.M. Sivaram, Poonam
Nagar Koti, Preshita Pandey, Priyanka, Richa Ahuja, Rithima
Warrier, Ritu Joshi, Rohan Singh Barad, Sankalp Kumar,
Sasmita Patnaik, Sattyam, Saurabh Tripathi, Selna Saji,
Shivani Sharma, Shraddha Verma, Sreela Srinivasan, Srishti
Rana, Susmita Paul, Swati Rawat, Tanushree Garg, Tanvi Jain,
Tejas Bachiraju, and Triya Roy.
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Gratitude
If you noticed a dream and mentored a vision
and didn’t dismiss me for a fool;
If you opened the door to an empty floor
with not a desk or scarcely a tool;
If you gave a chance when we barely got a glance
to prove what a tiny troupe could do;
If you took a bet but offered no safety net
I’d still be in debt to say, “Thank you!”
If you forfeited a job that was part of the mob
and chose the path for the few;
If you gave up time, picked not money but mind
to turn a needle or two;
If you used policy, capital, tech, behaviour
to chisel sturdy legs of the stool;
If your knowledge spoke eternal truth to power
I’d forever bow to your fortitude.
If you came from penury or the greatest of privilege
but devoted your life to build a bridge;
If you didn’t just rest on high morals to preach
but acted with gumption for scale and reach;
If you charged at the citadels of the incumbents
faced fire and flak as walls you breached;
If you fought odds to create opportunity for others
I’d say a prayer to thank Almighty for thee.
If you carried us water, cleaned and guarded our stations
paid our dues, made us follow all norms;
If you helped another, training them with patience
building legacies that would carry on;
If you delivered before time, fulfilled expectations
urgent and important being all done;
If you stamped your character on your vocation
I’d worship the light that you have shone.
If you wished your strokes could paint a grander canvas
fill your palette, then, with colours of adventure;
If you deepened the roots or broadened the branches
erected them platforms but feared no failure;
If you strode solo or sprinted, on long lonely journeys
ran marathons that made you stronger to endure;
If you could trust your instincts to believe your partners
I’d walk with you to the ends of the Earth.

By Arunabha Ghosh
Penned for CEEW’s 10th anniversary

280+

230+

research projects

peer-reviewed
publications
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new datasets created or
improved access to data

700+
government
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worldwide

380+

Sanskrit Bhawan, A-10, Qutab Institutional Area
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